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Abstract 

The truth conditions for conditional sentences have been well-studied, but few com

pelling attempts have been made to define means of evaluating iterated or nested condi

tionals. We start with a semantic account of subjunctive conditionals based on the AGM 

model of revision, and extend this model in a natural fashion to account for right-nesting 

of conditionals, describing a process called natural revision. These sentences capture se

quences of propositional revisions of a knowledge base. We examine the properties of this 

model, demonstrating that the maximum amount of conditional information in a belief 

set is preserved after revision. Furthermore, we show how any sequence of revisions can be 

reduced to natural revision by a single sentence. This demonstrates that any arbitrarily 

nested sentence is equivalent to a sentence without nesting of the conditional connective. 

We show cases where revision models, even after the processing of an arbitrary sequence 

of revisions, can be described purely propositionally, and often in a manner that permits 

tractable inference. We also examine a form of revision known as paranoid revision which 

appears to be the simplest form of belief revision that fits within the AGM framework, 

and captures semantically the notion of full meet revision. 
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1 Introduction 
i 

Subjunctive conditionals have recently attracted much attention in the knowledge represen

tation community. It has been pointed out that counterfactuals may play a large role in 

planning and diagnostic systems (Ginsberg 1986), that subjunctives may be used to capture 

knowledge base update and revision (Katsuno and Mendelzon 1990; Katsuno and Mendelzon 

1991; Boutilier 1992d), and that they are intimately related to the conditionals used in default 

reasoning (Boutilier 1992g; Makinson and Gardenfors 1990). 

We denote by A > B the subjunctive conditional "If A were the case then B would 

be true." Various subjunctive and counterfactual logics have been proposed to account for 

properties of the connective >, the most influential accounts being those of Stalnaker (1968) 

and Lewis (1973). The truth conditions for A> Bare typically presented in terms of possible 

worlds and a similarity relation over these worlds. Loosely, A > B is true at a particular 

world if B is true at those worlds satisfying A that are most similar to the world in question. 

Different properties of the similarity relation correspond to different conditional logics. 

From the point of view of knowledge representation, acceptance conditions for A > B 

are especially important. Under what conditions should an agent assent to the conditional? 

Unlike "ordinary" objective beliefs, an agent cannot simply "see" if A > B is true since its 

truth conditions are phrased in terms of other situations, to which an agent does not have 

direct access. For this reason, the Ramsey test provides a natural model for acceptance of a 

conditional: 

First add the antecedent (hypothetically) to your stock of beliefs; second make 

whatever adjustments are required to maintain consistency ( without modifying 

the hypothetical belief in the antecedent); finally, consider whether or not the 

consequent is true. (Stalnaker 1968, p.44) 

The key step in the Ramsey test is the revision of the belief set. The notion of revision 

adopted will determine which conditionals are accepted and rejected. Conversely, given a 

fixed (complete) set of accepted conditionals, the revision function adopted by an agent will 

also be determined: revising by A is simply a matter of believing those B such that A> B 

is accepted. Consequently, the study of revision and conditional logic are virtually the same 
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if one accepts the Ramsey test. 

It should be clear that a semantic model of sequences of revisions of a belief set is also 

vital. Consider some diagnostic task where tests are being performed over time to discover 

some fault. As test results become available, these have to be incorporated into a knowledge 

base that has been revised by earlier results. One may argue that we simply need to revise our 

knowledge base once, using the conjunction of all results. However, it may be the case that 

certain results suggest the implausibility, or even contradict, earlier results. One test result 

may cause one to believe that component A is faulty, followed by a result suggesting fault with 

component B rather than A.1 The conjunction of the two "observations" is not a reasonable 

candidate for revision. But neither should the first observation be thrown away (at least, in 

many circumstances); for it may influence the manner in which the second is incorporated 

into the knowledge base. Similar comments apply to other domains. For example, while 

planning, an agent must change its belief state as it discovers facts about the world that help 

it make decisions, and as it acts upon the world, changing the truth of various propositions. 

This is a natural application of a theory of revision sequences. 2 

The most prominent theory of belief revision is that put forth by Alchourr6n, Gardenfors 

and Makinson (1985) and expounded by Gardenfors (1988). Withi:q this framework many 

people have explored the connection to conditionals.3 The AGM theory, which we describe in 

1 Indeed, in a. diagnosis task of this type it is likely that some "degrees of belief" or probabilities a.re attached 
to these potential conflicts, A conflicting observation of the second type ma.y simply reduce confidence in the 
first hypothesis. In the last section, we discuss generalizations of the model presented here that can deal with 
degrees of possibility or degrees of probability. 

2It has been observed by Winslett (1988) that belief revision is inappropriate for changing a. knowledge 
base in response to a. changing world. She has proposed a.n operation known as update that captures this type 
of change in belief. Update has been formalized and studied by Kastuno a.nd Mendelzon (1991). In contra.st, 
belief revision, which we describe below, seems more suitable for modeling change in belief a.bout a. static world 
(correcting mistakes, so to speak). It is clear that both types of belief change are necessary for planning. An 
agent requires a.n update facility to realize the effects of its actions, while it must be able to revise its beliefs 
as it learns new information, perhaps as the result of various "information-gathering actions" (Haddawy and 
Ha.nks 1992). We do not discuss update in this paper, though the techniques used here could be extended to 
update, We will occasionally lapse and use the term "update" to refer to a new piece of information to be 
added to a belief set. This is not to be ta.ken as an update in the sense of Katsuno and Mendelzon. Rather, 
the reader uncomfortable with the term should substitute "revision," as that is the only type of belief change 
we examine here. 

3 However, the connections have not always been smooth due to the limited expressive power of the logics 
in question, the confusion between truth and acceptance conditions, and the celebrated triviality results of 
Gii.rdenfors (1986). See (Ga.rdenfors 1988; Ga.rdenfors 1986; Rott 1989; Fuh1mann 1989; Boutilier 1992d; 
Boutilier 1992e). 
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the next section, imposes various constraints on acceptable revision functions. Roughly, the 

revision function preserves as much information as possible. Unfortunately, the AGM theory 

has little to say about revision sequences. Gardenfors (1988) proposes belief revision systems 

that map one belief set to another when a revision is applied to the first. These mappings 

must respect the AGM theory, but the AGM postulates do not co~strain the behavior of the 

revision of this new belief set, given its origins from the first. 4 This means the conditionals 

accepted in the new belief set need not be related to those in the first set ( except for certain 

obvious antecedents). Thus, while information content is "preserved" with respect to objective 

beliefs, the information content of conditionals is ignored. 

It is this problem of preserving conditionals under revision that we investigate here. The 

semantic model of AGM revision (for propositional belief sets) we describe in the next section 

orders possible worlds according to their plausibility, or "degree of consistency" with a fixed 

belief set K. While this ordering guides the selection of a revised belief set K.'.4 (which 

incorporates A into K), this AGM model fails to provide a new ordering suitable for the 

revision of K.'.4. The goal of this paper is to show how one might use the original ordering to 

constrain the new ordering, hence the revision of the revised belief set K.'.4. We propose that 

the new ordering retain as much of the old ordering as possible, consistent with the AGM 

postulates. This minimal change in the ordering is precisely defined a provides the semantic 

basis for our model of revision sequences. This approach, dubbed natural revision ensures 

that a maximal subset of one's conditional beliefs is retained during the revision process. Of 

course, this type of revision is a specific instance of the more general phenomenon of iterated 

revision captured by general belief revision systems. However, we shall argue that our model 

provides a very natural way of extending the concept of "minimal change" or "informational 

economy," the hallmark of the AGM theory, to sequences of revisions and conditional beliefs. 

Indeed, natural revision provably retains the maximum amount of conditional information 

consistent with the constraints of the AGM theory. 

In the next section we present the details of the AGM theory and review a semantic model 

and logical characterization due to Boutilier (1992d). We adopt this as the basic model of 

'Strictly speaking, this is not true; for consistent revisions are specified (see the next section), providing 
one exception. 
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revision and describe in general terms our natural model of nesting. In Section 3, we present 

a very simple subclass of our general revision models and show how iterated conditionals are 

captured in this subclass. This form of paranoid revision uniquely determines the truth of 

a nested conditional based solely on the propositional content of a belief set, and provides a 

semantic account of full meet revision (Alchourr6n, Gardenfors and Makinson 1985). These 

considerations, however, cannot be extended in a natural way to the more general case. This 

drawback leads us to postulate a characterization of arbitrary revision sequences ( or arbitrary 

right-nested conditionals) based on a certain "intendea" model of revision. In Section 4 we 

describe this model, examine the behavior of natural revision with respect to the preservation 

of conditionals under revision. Of particular importance is Theorem 13 and its corollaries, 

which demonstrate that natural revision preserves as many conditional beliefs as possible. We 

also show that any revision sequence can be captured by a single revision on the original belief 

set (Theorem 26). We also describe how such a sentence is computed (Theorems 28 and 30). 

Given the Ramsey test, this implies that any arbitrary right-nested conditional is equivalent 

to a conditional without nesting. Because this model preserves information in a strong sense, 

we can show that no belief set that occurs later in a revision sequence can be smaller than an 

earlier belief state (Corollary 32). In Section 5 we describe how nested conditionals can be 

evaluated in our logic such that our "intended" model is captured, and circumstances under 

which this can be reduced to propositional reasoning. Proofs of the main results can be found 

in the appendix. 

2 A Logic for Revision 

An important and well-studied problem in philosophical logic, database theory and artificial 

intelligence is that of modeling theory change or belief revision. Suppose K is a deductively 

closed set of beliefs. Revising K is required when new information must be integrated with 

these beliefs. If K ~ -,A, learning A is relatively unproblematic as the new belief set Cn( KU 

{A}) seems adequate for modeling this change. This process is known as expansion. More 

troublesome is the revision of K by A when K I= -iA. Some beliefs in K must be given up 

before A can be accommodated. The problem is in determining which part of K to give up, 

as there are a multitude of choices. Furthermore, in general, there are no logical grounds 
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for choosing which of these alternative revisions is acceptable (Stalnaker 1984), the issue 

depending largely on context. Fortunately, there are some logical criteria for reducing this 

set of possibilities. 

The main criterion for discarding some revisions in deference to others is that of min

imal change. Informational economy dictates that as "few" beliefs as possible from K be 

discarded in order to facilitate belief in A (Gardenfors 1988)., By "few" we intend that, as 

much as possible, the informational content of K is kept intact. In particular, if KB is a 

finite representation of K, we do not require that as few sentences as possible from KB be 

given up, only that the information implicit in these sent.ences is minimal. 6 While pragmatic 

considerations will often enter into these deliberations, the main emphasis of the work of Al

chourr6n, Gardenfors and Makinson (1985) is in logically delimiting the scope of acceptable 

revisions. To this end, the AGM postulates below, are maintained to hold for any reasonable 

notion of revision (Gardenfors 1988). We will use KA to denote revision of K by A. K1 to 

denote expansion, and .L to denote the identically false proposition. 

(Rl) KA is a belief set (i.e. deductively closed). 

(R2) A E KA. 

(R3) KA~ K1, 

(R4) If-,A ¢ K then K1 ~ KA. 

(R5) KA= Cn(l.) Hf I= -,A, 

(R6) If I= A = B then KA = K8. 

(RT) KA/\B ~ (KA)i. 

(RB) If -,B ¢ /(A. then (K.4)i ~ KAAB" 

6 lndeed, we do not require that the revised set be equal to the closure of any subset of KB (contrast (Nebel 
1989) where the syntax, and not the semantic content, of KB is crucial.). 
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2.1 The Logic CO* 

The bimodal logics CO and CO* were first presented in (Boutilier 1991) for reasoning about 

conditional statements of normality. The modal logic CO is based on a standard propositional 

modal language (over variables P) augmented with an additional modal operator 5. We 

denote by LB this bimodal language and by Len its classical propositional sublanguage. 

The sentence □a is read ''a is true at all inaccessible worlds" (in contrast to the usual □a 

that refers to truth at accessible worlds). A CO-model is a triple M = (W, R, 'P), where Wis 

a set of worlds with valuation 'P and R is an accessibility relation over W. We insist that R 

be transitive and connected.6 

The notion of cluster will play a large role in future developments. In any reflexive, 

transitive Kripke frame, a cluster is any maximal mutually accessible set of worlds (Segerberg 

1970). In other words, a set C ~ W is a cluster just when wRv for all v, w E C and no 

extension C' :> C has this property. We note that CO-structures consist of a totally-ordered 

set of clusters of mutually accessible worlds. We use IIAII to denote the set of worlds w in a 

model M (usually understood) satisfying sentence A, that is, such that M Fw A. We refer to 

such worlds w as A-worlds. We also us this notation for sets of sentences K, twK denoting 

those worlds satisfying each element of K, and somewhat loosely use -,K-worlds to refer to 

worlds falsifying some element of K. 

Satisfaction is defined in the usual way, with the truth of a modal formula at a world 

defined as: 

l. M l=w □a iff for each v such that wRv, M Fv a. 

2. M l=w □a iff for each v such that not wRv, M Fv a. 

We define several new connectives as follows: ◊a =df -,0-,a; ◊a =df -,0-,a; f:ia =df □a/\Da; 

and ~a =df ◊a V ~a. It is easy to verify that these connectives have the following truth 

conditions: ◊a (◊a) is true at a world if a hold.s at some accessible (inaccessible) world; f:ia 

(~a) holds iff a holds at all (some) worlds. CO is captured axiomatically as follows. 

6 R is (totally) connected if wRv or vRw for any v, w E W (this implies reflexivity). This restriction is 
relaxed in (Boutilier 1992a), where we develop a. weaker logic CT40 based on a. reflexive, transitive accessibility 
relation. 
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Definition (Boutilier 1991) The conditional logic CO is the smallest S ~ L such that S 

contains CPL (and its substitution instances) and the following axiom schemata, and 

is closed under the following rules of inference: 

K D(A :::> B) :::>(DA:::> DB) 

K' □(A :::> B) :::> (□A :::> DB) 

T DA:::>A 

4 DA:::> DDA 

SA:::> □◊A 

H ~(DA A □B) :::> a(A VB) 

Nes From A infer aA. 

MP From A:::> Band A infer B. 

Provability and derivability are defined in the standard fashion, in terms of theoremhood. 

Theorem 1 (Boutilier 1991) I-co a iff p=co a. 

In many circumstances we want to ensure that all logically possible worlds are taken into 

consideration. This is crucial for the solution of irrelevance in (Boutilier 1991), and will be 

required for our logical account of belief revision. For this purpose we introduce the logic 

CO*, which is based on the class of CO-models in which all propositional valuations are 

represented (see also (Levesque 1990)). For all w E W, let w* be the map from Pinto {O, 1} 

such that w*(A) = 1 iff w E c,o(A); in other words, w* is the valuation associated with w. 

Definition (Bo1,1tilier 1991) A CO*-model is any CO-model M = (W, R, c,o), such that 

{/: f maps Pinto {0,1}} ~ {w*: w E W} 

Definition (Boutilier 1991) CO* is the smallest extension of CO closed under all rules of 

CO and containing the following axioms: 

NB □a:::> ,Da for all falsifiable propositional a. 7 

1 Alterna.tively, we could use ◊a for a.ll sa.tisfia.ble a. 
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Theorem 2 (Boutilier 1991) f-co. a iff FCO• a. 

2.2 Representation of Revision Functions 

We can use CO*-models to represent the revision of a theory K (for a more detailed account 

we refer to (Boutilier 1992d)). The interpretation of R is as follows: wRv iff vis as at least as 

plausible a state of affairs as w given an agent's belief state K. As usual, vis more plausible 

than w iff wRv but not vRw. Plausibility is a pragmatic measure that reflects the degree to 

which one would accept w as a possible state of affairs given that belief in K may have to be 

given up. If vis more plausible th.an w, loosely speaking vis "more consistent" with the belief 

set K than w. We can think of the clusters of worlds in a CO*-model as equivalence classes 

of equally plausible worlds. Thus each cluster "assigns" a unique "plausibility ranking" to its 

members. If we have two distinct dusters C and C' such that C sees C' (i.e., wRv for some 

w EC and v EC'), then the degree of plausibility C' is greater than that of C. 

Another requirement is that those worlds consistent with our belief set K should be exactly 

those minimal in R. That is, vRw for all v E W iff M Fw K. This condition ensures that no 

world is more plausible than any world consistent with K, and that all K-worlds are equally 

plausible. It is just the epistemically possible worlds ( those consistent with K) that should be 

most plausible. Such models are called K -revision models and have as their minimal cluster 

the set IIKII, This constraint can be expressed in our language as 

(1) 

for any K that is finitely expressible as KB. This ensures that any KB-world sees every other 

KB-world (□-.KB), and that it sees only KB-worlds ( □KB). All statements about revision 

are implicitly evaluated with respect to KB. We abbreviate sentence (1) as O(KB) and intend 

it to mean we "only know" KB. 

When we use a model M = (W, R, cp) to represent the revision of some belief set K, 

we intend that the minimal worlds in the relation R a.re exactly those an a.gent considers 

epistemically possible. To believe ( each sentence in) K is to consider only those worlds 

satisfying K to be consistent with the agent's beliefs. Thus, only K-worlds should be minimal 

in R. However, when we assert K ( or KB) as a belief set we usually have in mind that those 
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More 
Plausible 

Figure 1: Truth conditions for the conditional 

sentences in K are all that is believed. If a certain world w is not considered possible, there 

should be some knowledge in K that forces its exclusion, some sentence a E K such that w ~ 

a. If K is all that is believed, no K-world should be epistemically impossible, for otherwise 

the agent would know more than K, having some additional knowledge corresponding to 

this exclusion. When all and only K-worlds are minimal in R, the agent only knows K (see 

Levesque (1990) for further details regarding only knowing). This is precisely the constraint 

imposed by O(KB). 

Given this structure, we want the set of minimal A-worlds to represent the state of affairs 

believed when K is revised by A, since these are the most plausible worlds, the ones we 

are most willing to adopt, given A. In Figure 1, we have a typical K-revision model with 

each large circle representing a cluster of mutually accessible (equally plausible) worlds, with 

arrows indicating accessibility between clusters. The minimal cluster consists of all K-worlds, 
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and we have that K f- -iA. The set of minimal A-worlds is indicated by the shaded region, 

and this set forms the set of "newly possible" worlds when K is revised by A. Thus A ~ B 

should hold just when B is true at each world in the shaded region. 

Of course such a minimal set of A-worlds may not exist (e.g., consider an infinite chain of 

more and more plausible A-worlds). Still A ~ B should still be true if, at any point on this 

chain, B holds at all more plausible A-worlds (hence, B is true at some hypothetical limit of 

this chain). We can define the connective as follows: 

A ~ B =elf a-,A V ◊(A I\ □(A ::> B)). (2) 

This sentence is true in the trivial case when A is impossible. It also holds when the second 

disjunct is satisfied, which states that there is some world w such that A holds and A ::> B 

holds at all worlds still closer than w. Thus B holds at the most plausible A-worlds (whether 

this is a "hypothetical" or actual limit). 8 It is important to note that ~ does not describe 

a family of related connectives indexed by KB. It is a conditional connective in the usual 

sense. "KB" is used to emphasize the fact that ~ is typically used for the revision of some 

intended knowledge base. The connective is perfectly well-defined and meaningful when KB 

is left unspecified. 

We define for any A E LcPL the belief set resulting from revision of K by A as follows: 

K~t ={BE LcPL : MF A~ B}. (3) 

We can show that * satisfies the AGM postulates for belief revision and any AGM revision 

operator has an equivalent formulation as such a*· 

Theorem 3 (Boutilier 1992d) Let M be a K-revision model and *M the revision function 

determined by M. Then *M satisfies postulates (R1) through (RB). 

Theorem 4 (Boutilier 1992d) Let* be a revision function satisfying postulates (Rl) through 

(RB). Then for any theory K there exists a K-revision model M such that KA= KAM for all 

A. 

81n this manner we avoid the Limit Assumption (Lewis 1973; Stalnaker 1968). This has certain practical 
implications for revision as well (Boutilier 1992a.). 
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Thus, we can use the logic CO* to represent the revision of a theory KB, and reason about 

the results of this revision, in a manner respecting the AGM postulates. In fact, CO* appears 

to be the first purely logical characterization of AGM revision (in the sense of providing an 

explicit language and consequence operator for revision). 

2.8 Beliefs and Epistemic Logic 

The distinguishing feature of CO*, which permits this characterization of AGM revision, is 

its ability to express that a belief set can be only known. This enables consistency with a 

belief set to be represented directly in the object level theory. Indeed, CO* is a reasonable 

epistemic logic, as well. We can define a modality for belief 181, reading 181a as "a is believed." 

This sentence will hold just when a is true at each epistemically possible world, those minimal 

in the plausibility ordering R. Hence, we define belief as: 

181a =df O□a 

We will have occasion to use this modality here, and we note that it behaves according to the 

usual weak S5 interpretation of belief. 

For any CO*-model, we can define the objective belief set associated with it to be those 

propositional sentences that are "believed" in the model. 

Definition 1 Let M be a CO*-model. The objective belief set associated with Mis 

{a E LcPL: MI= 181a} 

We will sometimes refer to this as the propositional belief set or simply the belief set for M. 

Naturally, the belief set for any K-revision model is just K. We will be more interested in 

"subjective beliefs" associated with a revision model, those sentences that are believed and 

involve some modal operators. Of particular concern are those conditionals that are believed 

by an agent. We therefore extend the notion of belief set to cover arbitrary sentences. 

Definition 2 Let M be a CO*-model. The extended belief set associated with Mis 

{a E LB: MF 181a} 
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For any CO*-model with belief set Kand extended belief set E, we have K ~ E. While we 

have clear characterization of the revised belief set KA from M, it is less clear what form the 

revised extended belief, denoted EA should take. 
I 

An alternative model of revision is based on the notion of epistemic entrenchment ( Gardenfors 

1988). Given a belief set K, we can characterize the revision of K by ordering beliefs accord

ing to our willingness to give them up when some contradictory information requires such . . , 

If one of two beliefs must be retracted in order to accommodate some new fact, the least 

entrenched belief will be relinquished, while the most entrenched persists. Gardenfors (1988) 

presents five postulates for such an ordering and shows that these orderings determine exactly 

the space of revision functions satisfying the AGM postulates. We let B ~E A denote the 

fact that A is at least as entrenched as B in theory K. We note that such a statement can 

be faithfully represented in CO* as c3(,A :> ◊,B) (see (Boutilier 1992b) for further details). 

Thus a complete set of sentences of this form is sufficient to specify a revision function. 

We note that the dual of an entrenchment ordering is a plausibility ordering on sentences. 

A sentence A is more plausible than B just when ,A is less entrenched than ,B, and means 

that A would be more readily accepted than B if the opportunity arose. Grove (1988) studied 

this relationship and its connection to the AGM theory. 

2.4 The Problem of Iterated Revision 

Typical semantic accounts of revision ( and conditional logics generally) take B E KA to 

hold just when B is true at all minimal A-worlds (Grove 1988; Katsuno and Mendelzon 

1990; Kraus, Lehmann and Magidor 1990). Notice that our models do not require that such 

minimal, or most plausible, A-worlds exist and our definition of A ~ B reflects this (in much 

the same manner as Lewis's (1973) counterfactual semantics). However, the representation 

result of Grove (1988) can be applied directly to our CO*-model ofrevision. Therefore, we can 

legitimately restrict our attention to the class of models whose members satisfy the following 

well-foundedness condition. 

Definition 3 Let M = (W, R, cp) be a CO-model. For any A E LcPL we define 

min(M,A) = {w E W: M l=w A, and M l=v A implies vRw for all v E W} 
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A model is well-founded iff, for all A, min(A, M) # 0. 

Grove shows that such models are adequate for the representation of AGM revision functions 

and in what follows we will assume our CO* revision models are well-founded: for each 

A E LoPL there will be a nonempty set of minimal A-worlds. According to our definitions of 

• 14 and ~, this ensures that K;t will consist of exactly those objective sentences true at 

each world in this minimal set. 

If we are curious about the status of proposition B after an arbitrary propositional revision 

A of belief set K, we may simply ask if B E K_l. Naturally, because of the Ramsey test, this 

holds iff A ~ B is in the extended belief set E containing K. The new belief set K,l is 

adequately represented by the set of minimal A-worlds in the K-revision model (say M) being 

used. While this characterization of KA is clear, it is less obvious just what form the revised 

extended belief set, E,l, should take. At first glance, one might think that the conditional 

and other subjective sentences contained in E,l should (by analogy) be just those true at 

each world in min(M, A). However, reflection on the truth conditions for ~ shows this is 

impossible. A sentence a ~ f3 is true in model M just when it is true at each world in 

M. This remark applies to belief sentences 181a and sentences of entrenchment or plausibility 

a $E f3 as well. The definitions of these connectives are global. The features of the world at 

which such sentences are evaluated is immaterial. Their trut}i. is determined by the ordering 

of relative plausibility of worlds. As in standard epistemic logics, the truth of sentence 181A 

at a world w is not determined by w itself, but by the set of epistemically possible worlds 

relative tow (typically, those accessible from w), of which w may or may not be a member. 

AK-revision model is suitable for a fixed belief set only (indeed, a fixed extended belief set). 

It represents one ordering, hence one set of conditionals and one set of beliefs. If A E K then 

181A is true at every world in the structure. 

We can speak of KA being represented by the set min(M, A) because it contains only new 

objective beliefs. This view is tenable because the truth of such sentences is determined by this 

set alone, regardless of the ordering of other worlds. Notice, however, that each conditional, 

belief sentence, entrenchment sentence, etc. true in the extended set E associated with M is 
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true at each world in min(M, A). Thus, 

{a E LB: M f=:w a for each w E min(M, A)} 

is not the correct extended belief set EA. If it were, one could never give up conditionals or 

other subjective beliefs, though the objective component K can change drastically. When E 

is revised by A, the CO*-model used to represent E becomes inadequate. It is an E-revision 

model and the representation of EA requires (of course) and EA-revision model. 

What are the natural requirements on this new model? To reiterate, we are assuming 

a revision model M that captures extended belief set E with objective component K ~ E. 

When a propositional revision A is received, we want the revision function * to map model 

M into a new model MA that captures the revised belief set EA. Clearly, KA is uniquely 

determined by M (in particular, by min(M, A)). Naturally we insist that KA~ E1 and that 

KA form the entire objective component of EA. This simply means that MA should be a 

KA -revision model, or that KA is only known in M,4. The minimal cluster of worlds in M..4. 

should be exactly min(M, A). This is illustrated in Figure 2. Let us dub thia constraint the 

Basic Requirement on revision functions as applied to models. 

The Basic Requirement: If Mis a K-revision model determining revision function*, then 

the revision model M,4 must be such that min(M..4., T) = min(M, A). 

In fact, from a purely logical perspective, this is probably all we want to say about MA. 
If one changes an objective belief, it is impossible in general to predict what becomes of one's 

conditionals. This model of iterated revision is captured by Gardenfors's (1988) belief revision 

systems, although not in this semantic fashion. Such a system consists of a set K of belief 

sets and a revision function* that maps (K, A), where KE Kand A E LoPL, into KA EK. 

The function* must satisfy the AGM postulates, but the behavior of* on the extended belief 

set E associated (by the Ramsey test) with K is left unspecified. Only postulates (R7) and 

(RS) constrain how revision of KA should take place, and these constraints are quite mild. 

This model provides no guidance as to what conditionals in E should be accepted or rejected 

in EA. Put another way, no hints are provided on how to revise KA, given its "origination" 

as a revision of K by A. The ordering of worlds in the nebulous region of Figure 2 (b) is 
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Figure 2: General constraints on the mapping to a new revision model 
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completely unspecified. 

This model possesses two unattractive features, one logical and one pragmatic. First, 

states of belief are distinguished solely by their objective component. For any K, the extended 

belief set E associated with K ( via the Ramsey test) is fixed, since K,4 is fixed. There can be 

no two distinct extended belief sets that share the same objective part. In other words, there 

can only be one way ofrevising a belief set. This is certainly an unnatural restriction for which 

there is no logical justification. Notice that our mapping, though not yet precisely defined, 

applies to models, hence to eztended sets, so this situation is rectified. We take the view that 

a belief state is not uniquely determined by its objective component, that conditionals or 

information of entrenchment forms an integral part of an agent's belief state. An agent can 

be in two different belief states, but have the same propositional beliefs in each and differ on 

its accepted conditionals. The CO*-models representing each belief state could agree on the 

minimal cluster, but differ on the rest of the model. 9 This is a natural extension of revision 

systems, but it is also quite straightforward. The logical "characterization" of such a system 

is completely captured by Figure 2. 

The second criticism is of a more pragmatic nature. Everything above points to a mapping 

of M to M.l satisfying one condition, that the objective belief set associated with M..4 be 

precisely the set K,l determined by M. As Figure 2 illustrates, just about all of the ordering 

information, capturing an agent's conditional beliefs and judgements of entrenchment, is 

(potentially) lost in this mapping. There is something unsatisfying about this model. The 

ordering relation R is intended to reflect the informational content or importance of beliefs. 

When certain beliefs must be given up, it seems very natural to try to keep not only important 

beliefs, but as much of the ordering a possible. An revision should not generally change one's 

opinion of the relative importance of most sentences. 

Instead of arbitrary mappings from M to M.l, we will propose a class of natural mappings 

that preserve as much ordering information as can be expected. This determines the class of 

natural revision functions, that tend to preserve the entrenchment information and conditional 

beliefs found in an extended belief set. It is important to note that the model we propose is not 

9 Indeed, both are acceptable, and an agent should be able to move from one to the other by revising only its 
conditional beliefs. We do not address the problem of revising by conditionals in this paper, but see (Boutilier 
1992c). 
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completely general, for it permits only a subset of those revision functions (on extended sets) 

allowed by the arbitrary mappings described above. These arbitrary mappings are explored 

in (Boutilier 1992c). However, it is a very natural subset, suitable for determining the result 

of propositional revision sequences, or the truth of right-nested conditionals, when the general 

model has little to offer. 

3 Paranoid Revision 

Before proceeding to changes to arbitrary revision models, it will prove instructive to examine 

properties of a subclass of these models._ The logic CO* characterizes a very nat}lral class 

of structures, those consisting of a totally-order set of clusters of worlds. This is the same 

class of models characterized by the modal logic S4.3. Somehow, even more basic than 

this partitioning of worlds into an indefinite number of classes is the notion of a bipartition. 

Instead of distinguishing "degrees" of plausibility, we can simply have two categories of worlds: 

plausible and implausible. Plausible worlds are those consistent with an agent's beliefs, while 

implaµsible worlds falsify at least one belief. This is a special case of a CO*-structure in 

which the (non-minimal) clusters of implausible worlds are collapsed into one clustei:, thus 

eliminating "degrees" of implausibility. This observation has lead Boutilier (1992b) to show 

that CO* generalizes autoepistemic logic (Moore 1985; Levesque 1990). 

The idea of a bipartition is quite natural and is implicit in the possible worlds semantics 

of most epistemic logics, though only the plausible worlds are explicitly represented in most 

instances (Halpern and Moses 1985; McArthur 1988). This single cluster approach typically 

leads to the modal logics S5 or weak S5. In the standarp. model framework, the specialization 

of S4.3 where two clusters are explicitly represented was studied by Segerberg {1971) and is 

dubbed S4F (or S4.3.2). Its applicability to knowledge representation has been demonstrated 

by Truszczynski (1991), who used it to capture the semantics of Reitei:'s (1980) default logic, 

and by Schwarts and Truszczy:6.ski {1992) in their characterization of minimal knowledge. 

Let us denote by CO.2* the logic obtained by restricting attention to CO*-structures with 

exactly two clusters.10 Suppose our revision structures for any belief set K (or extended set 

10We ca.n think of this as the extension of S4F with the second modality B. In the full pa.per, we provide a. 
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Figure 3: Paranoid revision with a consistent revision. 

E) are drawn from this class. The behavior of revision in this case is quite interesting and 

remarkably simple to characterize. 

Consider the K-revision model M in Figure 3 (a), where sentence A is consistent with 

belief set K. When K is revised by A, as discussed previously, M must be mapped to a new 

model M..4, where min( M, A) ( the shaded region) forms the minimal cluster in M..4, Since 

K If -,A, we have min(M, A) ~ IIKII, Clearly, the worlds in IIKII - min(M, A), plausible 

in M, niust become implausible in M..4, while the worlds in 11-,KII must remain implausible. 

However, since we are discussing C0.2* models, there can only be one degree of implausibility, 

and M..4 must have the structure illustrated in Figure 3 (b ). Given the Basic Requirement on 

*, we see that the logic C0.2* uniquely determines a new revision model M..4, 

More interesting is the case of an inconsistent revision, where K I- -,A, This situation is 

depicted in Figure 4 (a). As before, the new revision model is uniquely determined by the 

revision A, but it has the unusual property that KA = Cn(A). To see this, notice that no 

A-worlds exist in the minimal cluster of M (since K I- -,A). This implies that all logically 

possible A-worlds are situated in the non-minimal cluster '(the shaded region), therefore, 

simple axiomatization and completeness proof. 
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Figure 4: Paranoid revision with an inconsistent revision. 

KA = Cn(A). In other words, any inconsistent revision results in the abandonment of all 

beliefs and adopting only logical consequences of the update. We call this paranoid revision 

since it seems to suggest an agent that, upon learning something inconsistent with its beliefs, 

gives up all of its beliefs for fear that this inconsistency could lurk anywhere in the original 

belief set. 

Definition 4 A paranoid K -revision model is any K-revision model consisting of exactly two 

clusters. (If IIKII = W we assume an empty top cluster.) 

Proposition 5 Let M = (W, R, <p) be a paranoid revision model for K. Then wRv iff: a) 

M Fw ,a for some a E K; or b) M Fv a for each a E K. 

Thus there is a unique paranoid revision model M for K. 

Definition 5 Let M = (W, R, cp} be a paranoid revision model. For any A E LcPL, the 

revised model M..4 = (W,R','P) is such that wR'v iff: a) v E min(M,A); orb) w r/. 
min(M,A). 
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Definition 6 Let M be a paranoid revision model for K. The paranoid revision function 

associated with Mis *, .defined for all A E LcPL as follows: 

KA= {BE LcPL: M.4 I= 181B} 

Proposition 6 Let M be a paranoid revision model for K, *M be the AGM revision func

tion determined by M ( as given by Definition 3), and * be the paranoid revision function 

determined by M. For any A E LcPL, we have K:.t = KA. 

Notice that the paranoid revision function * is an AGM operator since paranoid revision 

models form a subclass of CO*-models. Of course, these revision functions respect the defini

tion of the general revision functions on CO*-models (Proposition 6). We define the revised 

belief set in terms of the revised model in order to investigate the properties of non-objective 

sentences in the revised belief set. As we've seen, the earlier Definition 3 can only capture 

the newly accepted objective sentences. 

The class of paranoid revision functions is a rather natural class of AGM revision operators. 

In fact, it appears to be the "simplest" possible model of AGM revision. If we were to 

reduce our class of models to those with one cluster, we could not distinguish plausible from 

implausible worlds. We might make all worlds plausible and capture a fixed belief set K ( as 

in standard epistemic logics), but we would be unable to model a revised state of belief since 

a single cluster provides no way to separate the newly "implausible" worlds from this model. 

We could map to a "smaller" model with a single cluster. But in no circumstance could_ we 

characterize an inconsistent revision by A as a move to the set of minimal A-worlds. If A is 

inconsistent with K, there can be no A-worlds in the model, and revision by A leads to a 

contradiction, generally in violation of the AGM postulates. For this reason, we claim that 

C0.2* is the "maximal" logic that can be used for revision and satisfy the AGM postulates. 

It represents an upper bound on the restrictions that can be placed on a revision function of 

the AGM variety. 

Sequences of propositional updates in this paranoid framework are very easy to charac

terize. Suppose we have a belief set K, that we assume to be finitely specified by KB, and 
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a revision sequence A1, A2, .. ,An, For each revision Ai that remains consistent with the 

previous revisions (along with KB), the resulting belief set is captured by simply conjoining 

Ai to the knowledge base (already "revised" by conjoining the previous updates). 

Proposition 7 Let M be a paranoid revision model for K and Ai, ... Ai be a revision se

quence such that K ~ -,(Ai A··· Ai), Then ((KA
1 

)A
2 

···)A; = Cn(K U {A1, ···,Ai}), where 

* is the paranoid revision function. 

Clearly, if K is finitely specifiable as KB, the resulting belief set is captured by the sentence 

KB I\ A1 I\ ·•·Ai, Furthermore, nothing is lost by ~onsidering this single "large" revision. 

Proposition 8 Let M be a paranoid revision model for K and A1, ... Ai be a revision se

quence such that K ~ -,( A1 I\ .. •A;). Then ( ( M..4i )A.
2 

.. • )A; = M..4.
1 

A .. •A; • Consequently, 

((KA)A2 ••·)A;= KA1A•••A;• 
' 

Given a sequence of consistent revisions, one may chose to revise K by each in turn, or 

simply revise K by their conjunction. While the resulting objective belief set is the same in 

each case, more importantly the resulting revision model is identical. Thus, future revisions 

of the belief set need not worry about the order in which the revisions were applied or the 

strategy chosen (we will see shortly that arbitrary revision models do not enjoy this property). 

Once an inconsistent revision is received, all previously held beliefs are discarded. All that 

remains is the set of consequences of the update (we assume A is logically satisfiable). 

Proposition 9 Let M = (W, R, cp) be a paranoid revision model for K, where KI- -,A. If* 

is the paranoid revision function then M..4. = (W, R', cp) where vR'w iff M Fw A or M Ft1 -iA. 

Consequently, K.4. = Cn( {A}). 

Paranoid revision of this new belief set proceeds as usual, simply "adding" consistent revisions 

to the knowledge base and "starting over" when an inconsistent revision is encountered. 

Theorem 10 Let M be a paranoid revision model for K, let A1, ... An be a sequence of revi

sions, and let* be the paranoid revision function. If KI/ -,(A1 A .. · An) then ((M.A
1
)A

2 
.. ·)An 

is the (unique) paranoid revision model for 
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If KI- -.(A1 A·· •An) then ((Mli)A
2 

•··)An is the (unique) paranoid revision model for 

Thus we have a complete characterization of paranoid revision sequences that translates into 

an obvious algorithm for obliging such a revision sequence, that of "adding" sentences and 

"starting over". Notice that when a sequence contains an inconsistent revision; Ai in the 

theorem above is the last inconsistent revision in the sequence, the last revi.sion that requires 

all previous beliefs be abandoned. 

Paranoid revision is quite simple conceptually and easy to describe computationally. This 

is due to the fact that an objective belief set K uniquely determines its paranoid revision 

model, Regardless of how the belief set K is created, no matter what revision sequence lead 

to its acceptance, its revision model cannot vary. Its "history" is irrelevant. Indeed, since its 

revision model is fixed, K uniquely determines the extended belief set E of which it is part. 

In particular, the objective part K of an extended belief set determines all conditional beliefs. 

If K If -.A then A ~ B E E iff K U {A} f- B. If K f- -.A then A ~ B E E iff A f- B. 

In moving from K' to K via some revision, there is no attempt to preserve the conditional 

beliefs in E' (where K' s;; E'). The ordering of worlds captured by E' is completely irrelevant 

to the ordering of worlds determined by the extended belief set E, as illustrated by Figures 3 

and 4. 

It is not hard to see that paranoid revision of an objective belief set K is precisely the full 

meet revision of K, as described in (Alchourr6n, Ga.rdenfors and Makinson 1985; Ga.rdenfors 

1988). Full meet revision is specified by considering all maximal subsets of K consistent with 

the new fact A, and adding A to their intersection. A well-known property of such a model 

ofrevision is that K.4. = Cn(A) whenever K f- -.A. Thus, the semantics of paranoid revision 

provide a possible worlds characterization offull meet revision within our modal framework. 11 

The manner in which information is lost during paranoid revision is quite str~ghtforward. 

For example, given a consistent revision A of K, the "newly implausible" K U { -.A }-worlds 

11 As an aside, we note that maxi-choice revision corresponds to the requirement that each non-minimal 
cluster in our model contain exactly one world. 
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Figure 5: How to revise a three cluster model? 

are simply moved into the cluster of "previously implausible" -iK-worlds. There is no other 

choice if we are to move to a KA-revision model and remain within the class of two-clustered 

models. In order to extend this idea, we might try to use this technique for models with 

any fixed number of clusters. However, even once we allow three clusters, it becomes clear 

that revised models are not uniquely determined, and furthermore there are no compelling 

principles for choosing from the alternatives. 

Consider the three-cluster model M in Figure 5. Since M..4 must be a revision model 

for J(A, clearly the shaded area of minimal A-worlds must form the lowest cluster in MA·· 
This again is our Basic requirement. What becomes of the partial cluster that was attached 

to min(M, A)? If we are to remain within the class of models with three clusters, the two 

remaining clusters and this third partial cluster must be merged into two clusters. There will 

generally be an infinite number of ways to do this, but none seem very compelling. Fusing the 

partial cluster an either of the other other clusters seems rather arbitrary, for revising by A 

should intuitively not make the worlds in the partial cluster either more or less plausible with 

respect to these two clusters. We could chose to redistribute worlds from the partial cluster 
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Figure 6: The natural revision of a three cluster model. 

among both clusters, coalesce the two "whole" clusters, or even break up the two clusters. 

The most natural choice seems to involve none of these options. Rather, we ought to 

keep things as they are by leaving the clusters and the partial cluster intact, with the same 

relative ordering. This is illustrated in Figure 6. This moves us from a three-cluster model 

to a four-cluster model, and is rather different in nature from the paranoid revision model. 

However, while the paranoid model left us no options in choosing a revised model MA, the 

same technique applied to three-clustered models leaves too many choices. The most natural 

technique will allow a revision of a model to (typically) increase the number of clusters. There 

is no compelling reason to adhere to some fixed number of clusters. Naturally, this idea applies 

to arbitrary revision structures, not just those with three clusters. 
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4 Natural Revision Functions 

4.1 The Semantics of Revisions 

As in the previous section, we must define a mapping of a K-revision model M to a new model 

M.l, We now remove the restriction to paranoid revision models and consider arbitrary (well

founded) CO*-models. Our new mapping must satisfy the Basic Requirement that IIK.AII, the 

minimal cluster in M..4, be identical to min(M,A). This "preserves information" in the AGM 

sense, ensuring that the most entrenched propositional beliefs in K are retained when A is 

accommodated. However, we also want to preserve as much conditional and entrenchment 

information as possible. The principle of informational economy must be applied to non

objective beliefs as well. 

The conditionals accepted by an agent are determined by its ordering of plausibility. If 

we insist that revision preserve as much of this ordering as possible, then, for the most part, 

the relative entrenchment and plausibility of sentences (hence conditional beliefs) will remain 

intact. Let M = (W, R, <p) be the revision model reflecting some extended belief set E. 

Given a propositional revision A of E ( or the associated K), we must find a revision model 

M,.4 = (W, R', <p) such that R' reflects the minimal mutilation of R. 

If w E min(M, A), by the Basic Requirement w must be minimal in R', and these must 

be the only minimal worlds in R'. For any such w the relationships wR'v and vR'w are 

completely determined by membership of v in min(M, A), independently of their relationship 

in R. Figure 2 illustrates this. For w, v not in min(M, A), this picture leaves wRv completely 

u~specifi.ed. If R is to be left intact to the largest possible extent then the most compelling 

specification is to insist that vR'w iff vRw. This has the effect of leaving R unaltered except 

as indisputably required by the Basic Requirement. Such a move is illustrated in Figure 6. 

We dub such a mapping on revision models the natural revision operator, and no describe the 

revision function it induces on the associated belief and extended belief sets. 

Definition 7 Let .M = (W, R, <p) be a revision model, The natural revision operator * maps 

Minto MA, for any ..ef1 E LoPL, where M.4 = (W,R',<p), and: a) if v E min(M,A) then 

wR'v for all w E Wand vR'w iff w E min(M, A); and b) if v, w ¢ min(M, A) then vR'w 

iff vRw. 
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Definition 8 Let E be the extended belief set associated with the revision model M. The 

natural revision function associated with Mis *, defined for all A E LcPL as follows: 

Let K ~Ebe the objective component of E. The natural revision of K, denoted KA, 

is the restriction of EA to LcPLi that is 

K.4 ={BE LcPL: M.4 F 181B} 

Clearly, the natural revision function is simply the AGM operator determined by M, when 

restricted to K. 

Proposition 11 Let M be a revision model for K, *M be the AGM revision function deter

mined by M (as given by Definition 3), and* be the natural revision function determined by 

M. For any A E LcPL, we have K:t = Kl, 

Notice that this extends the AGM model of revision. The revised extended set EA is defined 

using the updated revision model M.4 and incorporates non-objective belief!!, such as con

ditionals, statements of entrenchment and plausibility, and nested belief sentences. Had we 

simply defined El to be those sentences true in M at the minimal A-worlds, we would have 

run into the problem discussed in Section 2, namely the fact that a model M can only model 

a fixed set of beliefs and conditionals. 

If we are to extend the Ramsey test to include nested conditionals, the truth conditions 

for statements A ~ /3 must be recast in this framework. For M to satisfy A ~ /3, we 

must have /3 E E.4 for the natural revision function *· For f3 E LcPL, given Proposition 11, 

these truth conditions will be identical to those provided in Section 2. Thus, our new truth 

conditions for ~ based on the Ramsey test will form a "conservative extension" of the old 

· definition. However, for arbitrary /J E LB, especially sentences like B ~ C, the definition of 

Section 2 using modal operators is inadequate since it refers to truth at worlds in min(M, A). 

To evaluate A~ (B ~ C) we must test B ~ C in Ml, not at min(M,A). This means 
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we cannot equate the truth of A ~ /3 with the truth of the modal sentence used to define 

A~ f3 for non-objective /3. Therefore the connective~ must be introduced as a primitive 

connective. We let the conditional language Le be the extension of LB with the connective 

~ (no longer defined). Its truth conditions are as follows: 

Definition 9 Let M = {W, R, r.p) be a CO*-model, A E LcPL, and B E Le. M satisfies 

A~ Bat w E W (written M Fw A~ B) iff M.4. F 181B. 

Now we have a conditional connective whose truth conditions are specified directly by the 

Ramsey test. While this certainly provides us with a new logic, requiring a new axiomati

zation, we will see in Section 5 that these truth conditions can, in fact, be captured in the 

bimodal language using only the defined version of the connective ~. 

Notice that the truth of A~ Bis unspecified for A¢ LcPL• Natural ~evision functions 

are suitable only for sequences of propositional updates. The nesting of conditionals sanctioned 

in a meaningful way in this framework is right-nesting, for instance, A~ (B .Ka C) where 

A,B,C E LcPL• A sentence (A~ B) ~Chas an unspecified truth value for it asks if C 

is believed when a knowledge base is revised to include A ~ B. This framework does not 

specify how to revise a knowledge base with non-objective sentences, though this problem is 

addressed in (Boutilier 1992c). 

4.2 Properties of Single Revisions 

In this section, we investigate some of the properties of single changes to a revision model 

or belief set using the natural revision function *· We assume throughout some revision 

model M capturing the extended belief set E and the belief set K ~ E. When M ( or K 

or E) is revised by A the properties of KA are obvious: KA = K~,t, where *M is the AGM 

operator determined by M. Of more interest is the characterization of of the new extended 

set EA. Since minimal mutilation of the ordering relation R is intended to preserve as many 

conditional beliefs as possible, we must determine precisely which conditionals in E remain 

in EA and which are sacrificed. Since we are interested in single revisions, we restrict our 

,attention (for the time being) to simple conditionals of the form A~ B where both A and 

B are objective. 

One important property to note is the following: 
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Figure 7: Natural revision with a consistent revision. 

Proposition 12 Let M be a K-revision model where A EK. Then M,l = M. 

Updating by a sentence already in a belief set not only causes no change in the belief set 

K, as required by the AGM postulates, but also leaves the revision model M intact. More 

generally, consider the two scenarios, illustrated by Figures 7 and 8, that might arise when M 

is revised by A. Figure 7 shows the situation where A is a consistent revision, K If -,A, while 

Figure 8 demonstrates the behavior of an inconsistent revision, K f- -,A. We are interested 

in those simple conditionals B ~ C that are true in the model MA. In either of these two 

scenarios there are two cases to consider: -,B ¢ KA and -,B E KA. 
Consider the first situation where -,B ¢ KA. This can be phrased equivalently as MA ~ 

18hB, as -,(A ~ -,B) E E, or as M F -,(A ~ -,B), and simply means that -,Bis not 

accepted in the new belief state represented by KA. In other words, B is consistent with KA. 
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Figure 8: Natural revision with an inconsistent revision. 
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This is true exactly when there is some B-world in the minimal cluster of M..4 (the shaded 

region of the figures); that is, some B-world is contained inmin(M,A). Now, M..4 I= B ~ C 

just in case the set min(ML B) contains only C-worlds. Since -,B ¢ KA, the set min(M.4, B) 

is a subset of the minimal cluster of M..4, Clearly then min(M..4, B) = min(M, A I\ B) and 

M.4. I= B ~ C iff M I= A I\ B ~ C. Therefore, whenever KA V ....,iJ, a conditional B ~ C 

is in EA iff A I\ B ~ C is in E. The status of B ~ C in E has no bearing on its acceptance 

or rejection in EA. This can be explained as follows. B ~ C is in E just in case the 

minimal B-worlds in M satisfy C. When Eis revised by A, the minimal A-worlds become 

most plausible (in M.4) and "carry along" with them certain B-worlds. If these are not the 

minimal B-worlds in M, the status of B ~ C in E has no infh1ence on the acceptance 

of B ~ C in EA, since these are no longer the most plausible B-worlds. That honor is 

now conferred upon those B-worlds in min(M, A). Notice that this behavior is exactly in 

accordance with the AGM postulates (R7) and (R8). 

The·second situation arises when -,BE Kl, This means M..4 I= 181-iB, or A~ -,BEE, 

or M I= A ~ -,B. When K ( or E) is revised by A, -,B is in the resulting belief set. This 

is true exactly when there are no B-worlds in the minimal cluster of M.4 (the shaded .region 

of the figures); that is, no B-world is contained in min(M,A). Now, M..4 I= B ~ C just 

in case the set min(M1,B) contains only C-worlds. Since -,BE KA, the set min(M..4.,B) is 

not contained in the minimal cluster of M..4, However, all worlds outside the minimal cluster 

stand in exactly the same relation as they do in M. Therefore min(M.4., B) = min(M, B) 

and it follows that M.4. I= B ~ C iff M p B ~ C. For conditionals B ~ C whose 

antecedents are not made plausible by the acceptance of A (i.e., KA If -,B), B ~ C is in 

EA iff B ~ C is in E. Since nothing forces the conditional to be abandoned when A is 

accepted, it is retained. 

We can summarize these considerations in the following theorem and equivalent corollaries. 

Theorem 13 Let M be a revision model, let * be the natural revision operator and let 

A,B,C E LcPL• 

a) If M..4 p 18hB then MA p B ~ C iff M I= B ~ C. 

b) If M.l ~ @-,B then M..4 I= B ~ C iff M I= A I\ B ~ C. 

Corollary 14 Let M be a revision model with associated belief set K, and let * be the natural 
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revision function. 

a) If KA I- -,B then CE (KA):B iff CE Ks, 

b) If KA lf-,B then CE (KAYa iff CE KAAB· 

Corollary 15 Let M be a revision model with associated extended belief set E, and let * be 
) 

the natural revision function. 
KB KB • KB • KB ( KB ) a) If A -+ -,B E E then B -+ C E EA ijJ B -+ C E E ijJ A --- B -+ C E E. 

b} If A E!+ -,B (/.Ethen B ~CE EA ijJ A ABE!+ CE E ijJ A E!+ (BE!+ C) EE. 

These results precisely characterize when conditionals will be preserved in a revised ex

tended belief set. Furthermore, each of these results show that the sentences accepted in the 

new revision model or belief state can be determined by appeal to the original model or belief 

state. Theorem 13 shows that the conditional belief set captured by M..4. can be determin.ed 

by the conditional beliefs of M. Furthermore, it demonstrates that natural revision preserves 

as much conditional information in the revised belief set as is consistent with the AGM pos

tulates. It is clear that if B is consistent with the revised belief set KA, then the truth of 

B ~ C in the new extended set EA cannot be influenced by its truth in E. It's acceptance or 

rejection is dictated by postulate (R4). This is reflected in clause b) of the theorem. However, 

as indicated by clause a), the remaining set of conditionals (or negated conditionals) in EA 

coincides precisely with the conditional information in the original extended set E. Except 

for those that must be given up because of (R4), every conditional sentence is retained. 

Corollary 14 shows that the sequence of two revisions applied to K can be reduced to a 

single revision, requiring no iterated revision, and that the test to establish which condition 

holds also requires no iterated revision. Similarly, Corollary 15 shows that the revised ex

tended belief set EA and the nested conditionals in E can be captured by the simple, unnested 

conditionals in E. These properties will play a vital role in our characterization of revision 

sequences. 

4.3 · Revision Sequences 

The objective belief set KA formed by revising K with A relies only on one application of* 

to the original belief set K. Somewhat surprisingly, the simple conditionals in EA can also be 
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discovered by referring only to applications of * to K. As the results above indicate, to ask if 

B ~ C E EA, one first asks if -.B is in KA. If this is true, then asking if B ~ C E EA is 

equivalent to asking if C E KiJ. If this is false, then asking if B KB . C E EA is equivalent to 

asking if C E K.Ai\B• A "hypothetical" revision of K by B or by AI\B is sufficient to determine 

the status of B ~ C in EA (or equivalently, to determine the status of A~ (B ~ C) in 

E). 

Suppose we have a revision sequence, A1 , ••. An, to be applied to E, where K ~ E. We 

can clearly use a single revision to verify whether some simple conditional B ~ C is in 

Et, or if M .. 4.i F B ~ C. However, if we replace .B by A2 we see that these conditionals 

determine precisely the beliefs obtained when EA
1 

is revised by A2, that is, ( EA
1 

)A.
2

• H single 

revisions applied to K can establish the content of the belief set obtained by an iterated 

revision of two levels, there seems no reason single ( uniterated) revisions of K cannot be used 

to decide the outcome of arbitrary revision sequences. In this section we will examine the 

properties of such sequences and show how they may be reduced to single uniterated revisions, 

or unnested conditionals. 

4,3,l Order Dependence 

The simplest true "sequence" of revisions consists of two elements A and B. An important 

property of the natural revision function applied to revision sequences is its order dependence. 

In general, the sets (KAYB and (K.s)A will differ. To see this, consider a revision model M 

such that M ~A~ -.B, but MF B ~ -iA. A model of this type is illustrated in Figure 9 

for a belief set K containing -,A, but neither B nor -iB. When Mis revised by A, the dark 

shaded region of A-worlds become most plausible, and when MA is then revised with B, the 

subregion of min(M, A) containing B-worlds becomes most plausible. By the results above, 

since -,B ¢ KA we have (KA)B = KAAB· 

In contrast, when Mis revised with B initially, the light shaded region min(M, B) becomes 

most plausible, and when MB is revised with A, the dark region min(M, A) becomes most 

plausible, "leaving behind" the set min(M, B). Again, this is supported by our results of the 

previous section: since ,A E K.s we have (K8)A = KA. In this case, of course, KA I KAAB, 

so (K.s)A =/ (KA)B· For this reason, it is important to keep in mind that we are dealing with 
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Figure 9: The order dependence of natural revision. 
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revision sequences rather than simple sets of updates. Revision of a belief or extended belief 

set by some set of new facts will not be order insensitive. In the example above, applying 

A before Bis the same as applying A AB (to K at least), while applying B before A is the 

same as simply revising by A. 

This difference exists for two reasons: first, B is incompatible with A in the sense that 

B ~ -,A holds; second, A is less plausible than B. Because A is less plausible than B, 

revision by A causes more damage to K than revision by B. A is less expected, or conflicts 

with K to a greater degree. The belief set K.l can be thought of as a "radical shift" in belief 

from K (we draw a very loose analogy to Kuhn's notion of paradigm shift). When update B 

is encountered, it must reconciled with the radically different set K.l, If it is consistent with 

K.l then_ (KA)B = KA.AB· In contrast, if K is revised with B first the results can be thought 

of as arising from a "routine" revision (routine in comparison to A) followed by the more 

"radical" revision A. Even though B has been incorporated in KB, the radical shift to (KB)A 

offers no protection for B. A radical shift has little respect for most routine information in a 

belief set, and B is as vulnerable as any other fact in KB. 

Given this interpretation, it is easy to ascertain just when the order of two revisions is 

irrelevant, that is, when (K.s)A = (K.A)8.12 

Definition 10 Let M be a revision model for belief and extended belief sets K and E. 

Updates A and Bare mutually compatible (with respect to Mor E) iff M ~A~ -,B 

and M ~ B ~ -,A. 

Two revisions are mutually compatible just when each is a "routine" revision, relative to the 

other. This is equivalent to saying A and Bare equally plausible: A'S.PM B and B 'S.PM A. 

Proposition 16 If A and B are mutually compatible with respect to K-revision model M, 

then (KB)A = (K.l)11, 

Now, if A and B are incompatible (if one is more plausible than the other) the order of 

revision is critical. But there a.re circumstances where the order may still be reversed. 

12 The order of revision is "irrelevant" only with respect to the objective set K. Ra.rely will the revised 
models or extended sets be order insensitive. While (K;,)A = (KAH1 may hold, it will not generally be the 
case that (M;,)A = (MA)s, We will discuss this below for arbitrary sequences. 
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Proposition 17 Let M be a K-revision model such that M I= A ~ -,B, Then (KB)A = 
(Kl)B iff MI= B ~ A. 

Since (Kl)i, = KB whenever A~ -,B, it is e~y to see that this holds. We simply observe 

that if B ~ A then K8 = KAAB and (K8);4 = KAAB· Of course, the only situation left is 

that where A and B are "super-incompatible". In no instance will the order be irreversible. 

Proposition 18 Let M be a K -revision model such that M I= A ~ -,B and M F B ~ 

-,A, Then (Kl)i, = KB, and (K8)A = Kl, and Kl=/: KB. 

4.3.2 Reduction to Single Revisions 

In this section, we examine the possibility of simplifying the revision process. Given a revi

sion sequence A1, .. ,An, we would like to determine the resulting belief set ((KA)A
2 

•··)An 
without having to perform each these n distinct revisions of different belief sets. In fact, we 

will show that any sequence of revisions can be "reduced" to a single revision. To be more 

precise we define a characterizing sentence for a revision sequence. 

Definition 11 Let A1, ... An be a revision sequence. We say this sequence is characterized 

by the sentence a iff ((Kl)A
2 

···)An = K~. 

Here we show that every revision sequence has such a characterizing sentence, and that this 

sentence can itself be determined by the simple unnested conditionals contained in the belief 

set (or, using the Ramsey test, by "hypothetical" unnested revisions of K). 

While mutual compatibility is sufficient to ensure that revision ordering can be reversed, 

we are typically more concerned with processing updates in the order they are received. When 

A is processed before B, we have seen that (K1)8 = KAAB whenever A~ -,Bis false. The 

mutual compatibility of A and B is not important when revisions are processed in order. 

Rather the forward compatibility of B with A determines the content of (Kl)s, and how 

it may be achieved with a single revision. If B is forward compatible with A, that is, if 

-,B </. Kl, the~ (K1)8 reduces to KAAB· If B is incompatible, then (Kl)'.a reduces to K8. 
This can be extended in the obvious fashion to arbitrary sequences of revisions.13 

13We concentrate on revision of models and belief sets, taking for granted the straightforward connections 
to extended sets and nested conditionals, 
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Definition 12 Let M be a K-revision model determining natural revision function *· The 

revision sequence A1, ... An is forward compatible with respect to * ( or model M) iff 

-.A,+1 (/. ((K.4.i)'.42 • • ·)'.4; for each 1 $ i < n. 

This can be restated as 

for each i < n. Loosely, we say that the sequence is forward compatible (or simply compatible) 

for K, when *, M or E is understood. Clearly, we have the following: 

Proposition 19 If a revision sequence Ai, ... An is forward compatible, so is each subse

quence Ai, ... A, for i $ n. 

An obvious inductive argument, generalizing the case of the two-element sequence, gives us 

the following: 

Theorem 20 If Ai, .. ,An is forward compatible for K, then ((K.4.i)A
2 

···)An= KAiA· .. An· 

Corollary 21 A1, ... An is forward compatible for K iff-.Ai+I (/. KAiA· .. A; for each i < n. 

Thus (by Corollary 21) testing for compatibility can be reduced to the application of single 

revisions to the belief. set K, or testing simple conditionals A1 A • • • Ai ~ A,+1. Iterated 

revision or nested conditionals are not required to test for compatibility, nor (by Theorem 20) 

are they needed to compute the result of such a revision sequence applied to K . Computing 

compatible revision sequences is a straightforward extension of the case of two compatible 

revisions, and is reducible to a single revision, the conjunction of the elements. 

In the incompatible instance, the two-element sequence was again reducible to a single 

revision: (KA)B = KB when A ~ -.B. Accounting for an incompatible revision after a 

longer sequence of compatible revisions, however, is not so straightforward. Suppose we have 

a revision sequence, A1, .. ,An+1, where A1, .. ,An is compatible but the longer sequence is 

not. The analogy to the two-element case breaks down here, for in general ( ( K.Ai )A
2 

• • ·)An+i -=/ 

KAn+i. Unfortunately, earlier revisions leave a residual trace on the structure M, as shown 

in Figure 10. While ( (Jct )A.2 .• • )An = Kt ""'An' most certainly ( ( Mt )A.2 .• • )An is different 
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Figure 10: A sequence of compatible revisions. 
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from M..4
1

/\ .. •An· The history of the belief set K, the process by which it was formed, plays a 

vital role in future revisions. 

In this model, the original structure of the K-revision model lies primarily above the 

dashed line. Revision by A1 moved the minimal Ai-worlds to the cluster just below the 

dashed line. Since A2 is compatible with A1, revision by A2 removed the A2-worlds from 

this new cluster (leaving behind A1 A -iA2-worlds) and moved them to the second cluster 

below the line. This process was repeated up to An, resulting in a final minimal cluster of 

A1 A•• •An-worlds (shaded in Figure 10). The same minimal cluster would have been formed 

had K simply been revised by A1 A •••An, but the sequence of revisions has a drastically 

different effect on the structure of M, leaving a number of intermediate clusters in its wake. 

Simply revising by the conjunction A1 A • • • An would have caused only the shaded cluster to 

form below the dashed line. 

Referring still to Figure 10, if a subsequent revision An+l is not compatible with the 

sequence A1, .. ,An, then ((KA
1

)'.A
2 

···)'.An I- -iAn+l• That is, no An+l-worlds can be found 

in the shaded minimal cluster. When ((M..4
1
)A

2 
·· •)An is revised with An+i, it need not be 

the case that KAn+i results. If the minimal An+l -worlds are found in some cluster below the 

dashed line, that is, if l(li If -iAn+i, then ((KA)A2 • • ·)'.An+i will not usually equal KAn+i. 

So exactly where will minimal An+l-worlds be found in ((M..4i)'.A
2 

··•)'.An and what sen

tences will be in ((K,l
1

)'.A
2 

• • ·)'.An+i? Suppose the sequence A1,, .. A,0 An+l is incompatible. 

This means there can be no An+l-worlds in the cluster formed when ((K.4i)'.A
2 

• • ·)'.A,._
1 

is 

revised by Ak, that is, the cluster of A1 /\ • • • Ak-worlds. Of course, this implies that there can 

be no An+i-worlds is any lower clusters formed by the subsequent revisions A1c-1 through An, 

since each of these is compatible and will only "select" worlds from this set of -iAn+l ~worlds. 

Conversely, if A1,,. ,A1c, An+l is a compatible sequence, there must be some An+i-worlds 

among the the cluster of A1 /\ • • ·Ak-worlds representing ((K.4i)'.A.
2 

•••)'.A,.· 
It now becomes clear that the minimal set bf An+1-worlds must be located in the clus

ter of worlds "labeled" A1 /\ • • • Ak /\ -iA1c+1, where k $ n is maximal among the set of i 

such that Ai,, .. A,, An+l is a compatible sequence of revisions. Since A1 , ... Ak is compat

ible, ((KA)A.2 ···)'.A,. == K.41 1\ .. •At' and the minimal An+l-worlds in this set are captured by 

(((KA)A2 • • ·)A,.)'.4n+i. But this is equivalent to K.4.if\ .. ,A,.AAn+i since An+l is compatible with 
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the rest of the sequence. 

Definition 13 · Let A1, ... An be a revision sequence. Update Ak is incompatible in this 

sequence iff ,Ak </. ( ( Kt );12 • • • ).A,._
1 

• A sequence is incompatible iff it contains at least 

one incompatible member. 

Proposition 22 Sequence Ai, .. ,An is incompatible iff it is not forward compatible. 

If the belief set ((KAJA
2 

• • •)A,._
1 

is characterized by a single revision a but Ak is incom

patible, then the sentence representing ((Kt)A
2 

···)A,. is clearly not equivalent to a A Ak, 

The situation we have have described above, where only the last revision in a sequence is 

incompatible, is easily characterized. 

Theorem 23 Let Ai, ... An+l be an incompatible sequence such that Ai, ... An is compatible. 

Let k be the maximal element of 

Thus a sequence with one incompatible revision as its last element is reducible to a single 

revision. Notice that when the set of revisions compatible with An+1 is empty, when this 

maximal element k does not exist, we have ((KA)A
2 

• • ·)An+i = J(An+i. This is directly 

analogous to the two-element case, since there is no subsequence compatible with An+l • In 

Figure 10 this occurs exactly when there are no An+i-worlds below the dashed line; that is, 
KB 

when A1 - ,An+l• 

It should be quite clear that subsequent compatible revisions, An+2 ·and so on, should be 

treated as previously and simply "conjoined" to ( ( KA
1 

).A
2 

• • • )An+i. 

Proposition 24 Let A1,,. ,An be a revision sequence with one incompatible element Ak, and 

let j < k be the ma:cimal compatible revision for Ak ( as in Theorem 23). Then ( ( KA
1 

).A
2 

• • • )'.4n = 
K.Aill .. •A;IIA,.11, .. An • 

The final piece in the puzzle is the process by which subsequent incompatible revisions 

are achieved. Consider a revision sequence A1 , ... An where Ak is incompatible and has as 
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its most recent compatible revision A; (the element defined in Theorem 23). This situation is 

illustrated in Figure 11. Now suppose update An+l is incompatible, so that no An+1-worlds 

are located in the minimal cluster. This occurs when K.4il\, .. A;AA1rA ... An I- -,An+l• Again, to 

find the minimal An+1-worlds in this structure we must look for the most recent compatible 

revision in the sequence A1 , ... An, If Ai is this update then (( KA)A
2 

• • • )An+i is identical to 

(((K.i.i)A
2 

• • •)t)An+i, Furthermore, since A1, .. . An has only one incompatible revision, by 

Theorem 20 and Proposition 24, we have ((Kt )A
2 

••·)A; = I(~ for some sentence a. Thus 

( ( Kt )'.A
2 

• • • )'.An+i = K~I\A;. It is interesting, however, to examine the various situations that 

arise with respect to the occurrence of this most recent compatible revision Ai. 

First, consider i ~ k. In this' case, An+I is compatible with the previo~s incompati

ble revision A1c. The set of minimal An+l-worlds lies below the third dashed line, among 

those worlds representing KA1A .. •A,I\A,1, In this circumstance we have ((K.t)'.A.2 • • ·)'.4n+i = 
K_Aif\ .. ,A,AA,rl\ ... A;I\An+l' 

Second, consider j < i < k. Clearly, An+1 is incompatible with the incompatible re-

vision A1c, but is compatible with the sequence A1 , ... A;. This case is rather interesting 

for we cannot simply "backtrack" within our representative revision for A1 , ... An, Because 

((KA)A
2 

···)An = Ktf\ .. ,A,AA1,l\ .. ,An, one might think we could simply "back up" to the most 

recent compatible revision A; in this representation and arrive at KA.il\• .. A;. However,_ this ig

nores the consistent revisions between A; and A1c (between the second and third dashed lines) 

that were "left behind" when the incompatible revision A1c was incorporated. The minimal , 

An+l -worlds lie in this region and this must be taken into account. Indeed, since A1 , ... A, is 

compatible we have ((K1i)A2 • • ·)An+i = KA.11\ .. •A;I\An+i • 

Finally, consider i :5 j. Since ( ( Kt )~h · .. )An+i = KA.
1 

A• .. A;, this case is much like the 

one just mentioned. It is distinguished by the fact that the single revision A1 /\ • • • Ai that 

represents it is a proper subsequence of the update A1 /\ • • · A; I\ A1c I\ • • • An representing 

((KA1 )'.A.2 .. ·)An· 
These considerations can be generalized to accommodate any number of incompatible 

revisions. Furthermore, they provide a constructive means ( described inductively) of reduc

ing any sequence of revisions of belief set K to a single revision of K, and demonstrate 

( through compatibility testing) how that revision can itself be determined using only single 
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Figure 11: A seq~ence with an incompatible revision. 
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(non-iterated) revisions of K. Finally we shall see that, although the inductive description 

indicates a dependence of the characterization of ((KA)A
2 

•••)An on the characterization of 

((KA)A
2 

••·)A;, for each i < n, it is only necessary to keep track of those sentences that 

characterize incompatible revisions. 

Definition 14 Let A1,,. ,An be a revision sequence with c incompatible updates. We use 

the strictly increasing, injective function u: {l, 00 •,c} 1-+ {l, 00 •,n} to denote these 

incompatible elements: Ao-(l), •. • Aa(c)· For each 1 < j ~ n, the maximal consistent 

incompatible revision for A; is Ak, where 

For each 1 < j ~ n, the most recent compatible revision for A; is Ak, where 

If either of these sets is empty, we take the most recent or maximal incompatible revision 

for A; to be T. 

Lemma 25 Let A1,• .. An be a revision sequence such that each proper subsequence Ai, ... Ai 

is characterized by some sentence s(Ai)· Then Ai, ... An is characterized by s(Ak) I\ An, 

where Ak is the most recent compatible revision for An. In other words, ( ( Kt );12 • • • )'.An = 
K;(Ai,)AAn' 

This leads to the main result of this section. 

Theorem 26 For any revision sequence Ai, .. ,An, there is some subset of these updates 

S s;;; {A1, ···,An} such that ((Kt )'.A
2 

···)An = KA and A= /\S. 

Corollary 27 For any revision sequence A1,,. ,An, there is some subset of these updates 

S ~ .{A1, 00 ·,An} such that ((EA.
1
);4

2 
00 ·)t_

1 
I= An~ B iff EI= A~ B, and A= /\S. 

This result is given its constructive character by Theorem 20, but it seems to suggest 

that one must keep track of a characterizing sentence s(Ai) for each revision Ai, In fact, 
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the critical sentences are only those corresponding to incompatible revisions, s(Au(i)), Every 

other characterizing sentence s(A,) is simply the conjunction of subsequent revisions to the 

most recent incompatible revision. 

Theorem 28 Let A1,,. ,An be a revision sequence with c incompatible updates represented 

by u. For each 1 $ k $ n, if A1c is a compatible revision, then ((K.Ai)A
2 

•••)A,. = K;(A1,)' 

where: a) s(A1c) = s(Au(i)) /\ Au(i)+l /\ .. • A1c; b) u( i) < k < u(i + 1), or u(i) < k if i = c; 

and c) s(Au(i)) characterizes subsequence A1,, . . Au(i)• 

We can provide a similar characterization of incompatible revisions, but these must be in 

terms of the maximal consistent incompatible revision rather than the most recent incompat

ible revision. 

Proposition 29 Let Ai, .•. An be a revision sequence with c incompatible updates represented 

by u. Let Au(i) be the maximal consistent incompatible revision for A1c, If A; is the most 

recent compatible revision for A1c, then a(i) $ j < u(i + 1). 

Theorem 30 Let A 1, . .. An be a revision sequence with c incompatible updates represented 

by u. For each 1 $ k $ n, if A1c is an incompatible revision, then ((K.t)'.4
2 
·: ·)'.4,. = K;(A1;)' 

where: a) s(A1c) = s(Au(i))/\Au(i)+l/\· • •Aj/\A1c; b) Au(i) is the maximal incompatible revision 

for A1c; c) A; is the most recent compatible revision for A1c; and d) s(Au(i)) characterizes 

subsequence Ai,, .. Au(i) • 

Taken together, these theorems show that one may implement a procedure that tests for 

membership of Bin a multiply-revised belief set ((Kt)A
2 

• • ·)'.4.n using only an "oracle" that 

answers requests of the form "Is {3 E K~ ?" for a, {3 E LoPL• Furthermore, the characterizing 

sentences s(A;) that need to be recorded are only those of the form s(Au(i)) where Au(i) is 

some incompatible revision. The core of this algorithm is provided in Figure 12. It takes 

as input a revision sequence A1 , ... An and computes the characterizing sentence A such 

that KA = ((Kt)A
2 

•••)An' The algorithm is incremental in the sense that a subsequent 

revision An+l requires only one further execution of the main "for loop". To ask whether 

BE ((KA)A
2 

··•)An' one simply computes the required characterizing sentence A and asks if 

B E KA. In the next section, we describe how this algorithm may be realized using theorem-



Input: revision sequence Ai,,. ,An; revision function* applicable to belief set K 
Output: characterizing update A - KA = ((KA)A

2 
···)An 

Variables: L - list of updates 
IL - list of incompatible revisions: elements have form 
(ind, S), where Aind is incompatible and subsequence 

A1 , ... A,nd is characterized by sentence S 
S - characterizing sentence A built up here 

Initialize A+- T; L +- T; IL+- (0, T) 
for i = 1 ton ;;; one loop for each update A, 

L+-L+Ai 
if -.A, ¢ KA then ;;; Ai is compatible 

A+- A I\ A, 
else ;;; A, is incompatible 

for j = length(IL) to 1 
;;; find maximal incompatible revision consistent with Ai 
;;; Note: non-sequential search methods are possible 
S +- IL(j).S 
idx +- IL(j).ind 
if -.Ai¢ K 5 then ;;; found maximal incompatible revision 

if x = length(IL) then ;;; top is max location of most recent compatible revision 
top+- i - l 

else top +- I L(j).ind 
end if 
break 

end if 
end for 
fork = idx + l to top - l ;;; find most recent compatible revision 

if -.Ai E KsAL(k) then 
break 

else S +-SA L(k) 
end if 

end for 
A +-S 
IL+-IL+(i,S) 

end if ;;; end of incompatible revision 
end for 

Figure 12: Algorithm to compute characterizing update A for revision sequence A1,,. ,An, 
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proving in CO* for incompletely specified revision functions, and how a revision function may 

be "completed" so that the "oracle" will always provide an answer. 

4.4 Information Preservation 

One desideratum of any model of the revision process is the minimization of information 

loss. In the AGM framework for single revisions, postulate (R4) ensures that no beliefs 

from set K are retracted if none need to be. An arbitrarily long sequence of consistent 

revisions will simply make a belief set larger, resulting (in the limit) in a complete belief set. 

Eventually, we will believe either A or -.A for each objective sentence A. Once an inconsistent 

revision is processed, the AGM model asserts that, among those beliefs that could be given 

up to accommodate A, only those that are least entrenched are retracted. Unfortunately, 

no constraints are levied on the relative degrees of entrenchment of the members of the new 

belief set KA. Much of the information associated with K, including relative degrees of 

entrenchment, is lost. 

The natural revision model is unique in the sense that this type of information is pre

served. When a consistent revision A is processed, the minimal cluster of a revision model 

M is divided, resulting in two smaller clusters. A subsequent consistent revision breaks the 

·minimal cluster of M.4, and so on. Eventually (supposing some finite language) after a suit

able sequence of consistent revisions, we would end up with a minimal cluster containing one 

possible world, representing a complete belief set . . 

The process is not altogether different for inconsistent revisions. Rather than dividing 

the minimal cluster of K-worlds, the cluster containing min(M,A) is divided. However, any 

information implicit in previous revisions that caused the formation of various clusters in M is 

preserved. All other clusters remain undisturbed. In no case will a revision cause any cluster 

to "grow" or "lose information." Typically, a revision will cause the number of clusters to 

increase by one by splitting min(M, A) from a cluster, thus "shrinking" a cluster and ensuring 

information gain. Only in certain cases, will no new clusters be formed, for example, when 

we revise K by A where A E K. 

Proposition 31 Let revision model M.4 = (W, R, <p) be the natural revision of M by A. If 

C ~ W is a cluster in M.4, then C ~ C' for some cluster C' in M. 
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If min( M, A) C C' for some cluster C' in M, then the set of clusters in M..4 consists of 

the set of clusters in M distinct from C' together with min(M, A) and C' - min(M, A). If 

min(M, A)= C' for some cluster C' in M, the the set of clusters in M..4 is identical to that in 

M. 

Thus, a revision sequence A1 , ••• An causes 1a non-decreasing change in "information" in a 

belief state. No belief set farther along in the revision sequence can be sma.ller than an earlier 

belief set. 

Corollary 32 Let M be a K -revision model and Ai,, .. An a revision sequence. If i ~ j then 

((K.4i)A2 ···)A, rt. ((K.41)A2 ···)Ai· 

This suggests that, as we process a revision sequence, our revision model becomes more and 

more informationally complete in the following sense. 

Definition 16 A revision model M is informationally complete iff each cluster in M is a 

singleton set. 

Proposition 33 Let M be an informationally complete K -revision model. Then K.4 is a 

complete theory for any A E LoPL• 

Corollary 34 If M is an informationally complete K -revision model then K is a complete 

theory. 

Proposition 31 ensures furthermore that M.l will be informationa.lly complete whenever Mis. 

It also shows that if we restrict our attention to languages with a finite number of propositional 

variables, we can eventua.lly attain informational completeness.14 

Proposition 35 Let M be a revision model and A1, . .. An a revision sequence such that 

every satisfiable sentence a is represented in this sequence; that is, A, f- a for some Ai. Then 

((Mt )A
2 

···)An is informationally complete. 

awe aBsume that models contain no "duplicate" worlds having the same aBsociated valuation. If so, our 
informational completeness in the following result is the type that ensures that KA is complete for all A. 
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An example of such a revision sequence, for a language with p propositional variables, would be 

the set of the 2P complete (truth-functionally distinct) conjunctions of literals, each capturing 

a possible world or valuation, and each causing the corresponding world to be broken off into 

its own cluster. From that point on all revisions will result in complete belief sets since the 

set of most plausible A-worlds will have one element for each revision A. 

While Proposition 31 ensures that we will .constantly approach informational completeness, 

it also demonstrates that natural revision preserves information by Corollary 32, leading to 

some interesting recovery properties. 

Theorem 36 Let M be a K-revision model and A1 , •• ,An a revision sequence such that 

A2, ... An is a compatible sequence and M.li F A2 ~ ,A1, Then (((K1i)A
2 

.. ·)'.AJAi = 
KA1' 

5 Reasoning with Revision Sequences 

In Section 4.1 we provided new truth conditions for the connective ~ based explicitly on 

the Ramsey test: A ~ Bis evaluated by asking whether M..4. satisfies ~B. While this ap

parently required the development of a new logical calculus (these truth conditions no longer 

equivalent to the original modally-specified definition) Theorem 26 and Corollary 27 demon

strated that nested conditionals and iterated revision can be reduced to simple conditionals. 

By Proposition 11, the two forms of truth conditions are identical for simple conditionals. 

Therefore, we can reason about natural revision and revision sequences using CO* simply 

by reducing nested conditionals to their equivalent simple counterparts using the algorithm 

presented in the last section. A query about the truth of a nested conditional is equivalent 

to a query about its reduction. 

The algorithm for reducing nested conditionals requires some method of establishing the 

truth of B E K.l for A, B E LcPL• Typically, as is the case in most reasoning tasks, our 

premises do not provide us with complete knowledge, and we can only hope to derive as much 

as possible, leaving certain gaps in our knowledge. It is not reasonable to expect a completely 

specified revision function *, or equivalently, a complete set of conditionals containing one of 

A~ B or ,(A~ B), among our set of premises. Naturally, the algorithm can then easily 
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be modified to ask whether A ~ B or -,(A ~ B) is provable from a given premise set. 

If either is the case, the algorithm can proceed, having an answer to the query B E KA. If 

neither is derivable from the premises, then the algorithm must halt unsuccessfully, or proceed 

as if either could be the case.15 As should be expected when reasoning with incomplete 

information, the answer "unknown" must be returned for certain queries. 

While the revision function • is usually specified only partially by means of conditional 

premises (as well as direct statements of plausibility and entrenchment), there may be cir

cumstances when the revision function is completely known. The problem changes from that 

of reasoning with incomplete information to that of specifying complete information in a rea

sonable manner. We cannot expect one to specify a complete conditional theory explicitly 

containing A ~ B or -,(A ~ B) for each objective A and B, for we do not want to be 

forced to reason with infinite sets of premises. Even for finite languages with n at.omic vari

ables, where we require only a conditional or its negation for semantically distinct A and B, 

we are forced to reason with 2n+l premises.16 

There are cases, though, where a revision function can be captured finitely, and often 

with a manageable number of sentences. Often when a set of conditional premises is given, 

we have in mind a certain intended model that can be represented finitely. Pearl's (1990) 

System Z is an example of this, specifying one type of preferred conditional model in the 

context of default reasoning. Boutilier (1991) has shown how this model can be compactly 

represented in CO*. In general, a revision function can be compactly represented if there is 

a corresponding revision model that is "well-behaved" in the following sense. 

Definition 16 A revision model M = {W, R, cp) is finitely specifiable iff W = Ui$nCi, where 

each Ci is a cluster in M and Ci = IISill for some sentence Si E LcPL• 

In other words, M is well-behaved if it consists of a finite number of clusters, each corre

sponding to some finite classical theory or sentence. It is easy to verify that if M is finitely 

15It often makes sense to continue, for a subsequent revision ma.y be incompatible with previous revisions, 
a.nd failing to reduce an earlier revision may have n.o effect on the effort to reduce a.n entu:e sequence. 

16 Alternatively, one could provide a complete set of entrenchment sentences, specifying the relative degrees 
of entrenchment of each pair of sentences: A $EJ B a.nd/or B $EJ A for each A, B E L CPL· This would allow 
the derivation of eve.ry simple conditional or its negation, and seems to be what Ga.rdenfors and Makinson 
(1991; 1990) have in mind in their presentation of e3JPectation inference. 
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specified by sentences S1, ... Sn in the definition above, then these sentences are "mutually 

exclusive" and "exhaustive"; that is, f- S; :> -,Sj if i # j, and r S1 V ··•Sn. We assume that 

S1 characterizes the minimal (most plausible) cluster of M, S2 the nest most plausible and 

so on. If M is such a model, it is uniquely characterized by the following CO* theory: 

S; :> D(S1 V · · · S;) for i $ n 

S; :> 0-,S; for i $ n 

We denote the conjunction of the sentences in this set by FSM(S1, •••Sn): the sentence 

finitely specifying a revision model M. 

Definition 17 A revision function * is finitely specifiable (for belief set K) i:ff there is some 

finitely specifiable K-revision model M such that *M = *· 
Given a finitely specifiable revision function for belief set K (in which case K is also 

finitely specified by S1), we can use the premise set FSM(S1, •••Sn) to represent the model 

M and use it to determine the truth of every simple conditional sentence. 

Theorem 37 Let S1, · · ;sn E LcPL be such that f- S; :> -,Sj if i # j, and f- S1 V •••Sn, For 

all A, BE LcPL either 

FSM(S1, ···Sn) rco .. A~ B; or 

FSM(S1, .. ·Sn) f-co. -,(A~ B) 

Fortunately, the ability to finitely specify a revision model is not disturbed by natural 

revision. ff FSM(S1, .. •Sn) characterizes a revision model M, then M..4 is formed by sim

ply "dividing" the minimal cluster consistent with A in two clusters: S; I\ A becomes most 

plausible; and S; I\ -,A replaces cluster S;. 

Theorem 38 Let revision model M be characterized by FSM(S1, •••Sn) and let Sk be the 

minimal sentence in this set consistent with A; that is, Sk If -,A and Si f- -,A if i < k. Then 

M.4 is characterized by 

FSM(Sk I\ A, S1, .. · Sk-1, sk I\ -,A, sk+i," ·Sn) if sk If A 

F SM(Sk, S1, • • · Sk-1, sk+l,' ··Sn) if sk r A 
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Thus we can completely specify a revision function with a compact set of premises and 

use this premise set to reduce nested conditional queries to simple conditionals and then 

establish the truth of these simple conditionals. Furthermore, we can explicitly revise a 

model and retain a compact representation. It also becomes clear that testing for the truth of 

a simple conditional in such a revision model is reducible to a simple propositional reasoning 

task. Given a revision function* completely specified by the sentence FSM(S1, •••Sn), the 

following procedure will ascertain the truth of BE KA, or A~ B: 

(a) Find the minimal Sk consistent with A: Sk lj-,A and Si f- -,A if i < k. 

(b) If Sk A A f- B then B E KA. 

Relative to propositional satisfiability tests, this "algorithm" is relatively efficient, for 

the minimal A-consistent cluster or sentence can be found using a linear search technique. 

Thus we need only perform O(n) satisfiability tests io determine the truth of A~ B. The 

complexity of these _tests will depend on the size of the theories Si and their structure. For 

instance, if the Si are Horn theories, this test will be linear in the size of the theory. This 

is reminiscent of the algorithm used by Pearl (1990) for default reasoning. Pearl's System 

Z computes a preferred model of a set of default rules in a relatively efficient manner. The 

same assumptions can also be applied here, given that the formal properties of our subjunctive 

conditional and the conditionals used in default reasoning are identical (see (Boutilier 1992e)). 

From a set of simple conditional sentences, the characterizing theory FSM(S1 , •••Sn) can be 

easily computed (Boutilier 1991) for this preferred model. Using the Si, the truth of further 

conditionals A ~ B can then be computed as described. 

6 Concluding Remarks 

We have presented a model for iterated revision that captures sequences of propositional re

visions. The hallmark of natural revision is the preservation of subjective information, such 

as conditional beliefs and entrenchment, across such a sequence. Because this information is 

retained across belief sets, simply knowing how a revision function behaves on single propo-
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sitional revision is sufficient to characterize the results of any sequence of revisions. If we 

adopt the Ramsey test for acceptance of conditionals, this demonstrates that right-nested 

conditionals are equivalent to simple unnested conditionals, and that this reduction can be 

performed using only knowledge of accepted unnested conditionals. 

The natural revision model has other compelling properties as well. Because it preserves 

conditional information, the sequence of belief sets corresponding to a revision sequence can 

never decrease in propositional information content. It preserves nice properties of the revision 

models and functions being revised as well, for example, informational completeness and 

finite specifiability. In cases where a revision function is described simply ( e.g., by a set of 

propositional sentences), the characterization of natural revision is also easily computed. 

There are several models of revision and opinions regarding nested conditionals that bear 

some resemblance to ours. Spohn's (1987) use of ordinal conditional functions to represent 

belief states is much like the possible worlds model we have used ( along with other such as 

Grove (1988) and Katsuno and Mendelzon (1990)), except that "clusters" are given explicit 

ordinal rankings. Spohn's notion of conditionalization on such models assigns to a proposi

tion A a new "degree of belief" or ordinal ranking ( such rankings should be thought of as 

entrenchment of beliefs). This is the analogue of revising by A and is achieved by "shifting" 

the rank of all A-worlds so that the minimal A-worlds have an ordinal ranking that is lower 

(or more plausible) than that of any -,A-world by the specified degree of belief. While the 

explicit representation of degrees of entrenchment provides a superficial difference, the key 

distinction between Spohn 's approach and ours is that revising by A requires the shift of 

only the minimal A-worlds during natural revision. Spohn's approach is more reminiscent 

or probabilistic conditionalization, and if we applied our truth conditions for conditionals to 

ordinal conditional function update, we would see a much larger change in conditional beliefs 

in general. 

It is also interesting to note that a nested conditional A~ (B ~ C) is often equivalent 
. KB 

to A AB - C (whenever A and B are compatible). It has been suggested by a number 

of people that nested conditionals should be reduced to unnested conditionals with all an

tecedents conjoined to form a single antecedent, Adams (1975) and Levi (1988) among them. 

This reduction is sanctioned by the natural revision model for nested conditionals with com-
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patible antecedents. But as described in Section 4, this is not the case when incompatible 

antecedents are present. For instance, A ~ (B .KB C) reduces simply to B ~ C when 

A and B are incompatible. As suggested by Levi, this reduction may seem inappropriate in 

normal linguistic usage, for the nested conditional seems to imply that A should continue 

to hold when B ~ C is evaluated with the Ramsey test, thus suggesting the reduction to 

A I\ B ~ C. Indeed, the natural revision model cannot account for this circumstance when 

incompatible antecedents are involved. In contrast, our model provides non-trivial acceptance 

conditions for nested conditionals such as A ~ ( ,A ~ B). In this sense, our model is 

more appropriate for conditionals that model a sequence of revisions or changes in belief state. 

It is this model that may be more appropriate in AI applications such as diagnosis, where 

tests provide incremental (perhaps "contradictory") changes in belief, and planning, where 

information-gathering actions are used to .change an agent's state of knowledge of the world. 

Indeed, the update models of belief change (Winslett 1988; Katsuno and Mendelzon 1991), 

more suitable for modeling changes due to the actions of an agent, may also be integrated 

into our model of revision sequences. 

We should also note that Levi (1988) is rather critical of the enterprise of determining truth 

or acceptance conditions for nested conditionals, or even allowing conditionals to be part of a 

belief set. He offers the opinion that an element of a belief set or corpus ought to be practicable 

as a standard of serious possibility. Since conditionals do not perform this function, they are 

not accorded the status of beliefs. While certainly their role differs from that of garden-variety 

propositional beliefs, we adopt the stance that they perform an indispensable function in the 

process of deliberation. Conditionals suggest hypothetical possibilities to an agent, and aid 

an agent in changing its mind. It's hard to imagine how these should be represented if not as 

beliefs. 

There are a number of interesting avenues that remain to be explored. This model is 

restricted to right-nested conditionals, or propositional revisions. In general, we want to allow 

revision of a knowledge base with conditional information, or statements of entrenchment as 

well. A fully general model of this type is currently being developed in (Boutilier 1992c). 

However, the extension of the natural revision model, with its very constrained behavior, to 

the fully general case has yet to be explored. Such an extension will allow one to assert as 
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premises, for the purposes of natural revision, nested conditional sentences that "indirectly" 

constrain a revision model in the same way that simple conditionals directly constrain a 

model. The application of natural revision to default reasoning should also prove interesting, 

as have the connections of AGM revision to default reasoning (Gardenfors and Makinson 1991; 

Boutilier 1992e). The paranoid revision model, also of intrinsic interest as the maximal logic 

of AGM revision, seems strongly related to epistemic logics used in knowledge representation, 

and to "minimal knowledge" characterizations of Reiter's default logic (Truszczynski 1991). 

This may provide an interesting interpretation of default logic in terms of belief revision. 

We are currently developing a model of revision and conditionalization for single revi

sions that adds to the basic revision model probabilistic degrees of belief (Boutilier 1992f). 

If this model can be grafted onto the natural revision model, "conditional objects" that 

make statements of conditional probability can be nested in a meaningful w~y, and given a 

natural semantics. We are also exploring the application of these ideas to the processes of 

J-conditionalization and L-conditionalization. These models were proposed by Goldazmid~ 

and Pearl (1992) to capture changes in belief that have degrees of certainty attached, these 

degrees corresponding to Spohn 's ~-rankings ( or degrees of entrenchment or possibility). Nat

urally, a sequence of changes (for exaimple, as arising from several diagnostic tests suggesting 

how strongly one should believe in the failure of a given component) need not be mutually 

consistent. The natural revision model can be used to show how to resolve these conflicts 

rather than trying to, say, add the conjunction of all changes. Both extensions of natural 

revision ( either probabilistic or possibilistic) offer ways of attaching quantitative strength 

measurements to our conditionals and revising these conditionals ." 

Finally, this model reflects the bias of the AGM model to accepting without question the 

most recent update. The primacy of the most recent information is clearly not a principle 

that should be accepted in all circumstances. Sometimes things we learn are so radically 

incompatible with our knowledge that we reject them out of hand, and do not attempt to 

reconcile them with our current beliefs. Generalizing the AGM an.d natural revision models 

in this way is a difficult task, but one that certainly deserves inquiry. 
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A Proofs of Main Results 

The truth of many of the propositions in the paper is rather obvious and their proofs are 

excluded. Certain results are described in the body of the paper and have their proofs 

sketched there. These proofs are also excluded. 

Proposition 9 Let M = (W, R, t.p) be a paranoid revision model for J( 1 where J( f- -,A, If* 

is the paranoid revision function then Ml= (W, R', t.p} where vR'w iff M Fw A or M Fv -,A, 

Consequently, J(A = Cn( {A}). 

Proof Let C1 be the minimal cluster of M and C2 be the nonminimal cluster. Since J( f- -,A, 

all A-worlds in M lie in C2 (we assume A is satisfiable). Now Ml has as a minimal 

cluster the set of A-worlds minimal in M. Since all A-worlds are located in C2, the 

set IIAII in M forms the minimal cluster of Ml. Hence, any world can see w in Ml if 

M l=w A, and v can see any world in Ml if M Fv -,A, Since Ml is a CO*-model, all 

logically possible A-worlds are in its minimal cluster, so J(A = Cn(A). ■ 

,. Theorem 10 Let M be a paranoid revision model for J(, let A1, ... An be a revision sequence, 

and let * be the paranoid revision function. If K If -,( Ai A • • ·An) then ( ( M..4i Y:i
2 

• • • )An is 
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the (unique) paranoid revision model for 

If Kr -,(A1 I\··· An) then ((M..4i )A
2 

···)An is the (unique) paranoid revision model for 

Proof If K If -,(A1 I\ •••An) then this part of the theorem holds immediately given Propo

sition 8. So suppose Kr -,(A1 I\•• •An). Then there must be some "first'; inconsistent 

revision A3 in the sequence; that is, K lf-,(A1 I\•• •A;-1) but K f- -,(A1 A•• •A;). By 

Propositions 8 and 9 we have Ktf\ .. ,A,_
1 

f- -,A;. Since such an inconsistent revision 

exists, let Ai be the maximal element in this sequence with this property. We then have 

((KA.1 )A2 • • ·)A;-i f- -,Ai, but also ((KA
1 

)A.2 • • ·):'.4; If -,(A.+1 I\•·· An). By Proposition 9, 

((Kt)A
2 
···)A;= Cn(Ai)• Since Ai is the maximal inconsistent revision, Proposition 8 

ensures that ((Kt )A
2 

···)An = Cn( {Ai, Ai+t, ···,An}). ■ 

Theorem 13 Let M be a revision model, let * be the natural revision operator and let 

A,B,CeLcPL• 

a) If M.'4. I= 18hB then M.'4. I= B ~ C iff M I= B ~ C. 

b} If MA pf= 18h11 then MA I= B ~ C iff M I= A I\ B ~ C. 

Proof The proof of this theorem is sketched, for the most part, in the text preceding its 

statement in the body of the paper. ■ 

Theorem 23 Let Ai,, .. An+I be an incompatible sequence such that Ai, .. ,An is compatible. 

Let k be the maximal element of 
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Proof Let M be the revision model for K and * the natural revision function. Let Ak be 

the last element of Ai,,. ,An+l such that -,An+1 ¢ ((Kttt
2 
···)A,.· 

a) If there is no such element then K .. AJ f- -,An+l• The minimal cluster of Mt is 

formed by the set min(M, A1), Since the relative ordering of all other worlds is un

affected by this revision, min(M..4i, An+1) = min(M, An+1), Now, each subsequent 

revision is compatible, so min(((M .. 4i )A
2 

• • ·)'.4;_
1

, A;) is contained in the minimal cluster 

of ((M.A
1

)'.4.
2 

• • ·)A,-i for each i ~ n. An obvious inductive argument shows that (since 

no An+i-worlds are contained in the first minimal cluster) 

Hence ((KA1 )A2 • • ·)'.An+l = KAn+i · 

b) If such a k exists the, by Proposition 19 and Theorem 20, 

Furthermore, since ((K_.4i);1; • • ·)t If -iAn+i, the set min(((M.li)'.A2 • • ·)A,.,An+1) lies 

within the minimal cluster of (( M .. 4i ).A
2 

• • ·)A,.. Since the sequence A1 , ... An is compati-

ble, min(((M..4)'.4
2 

··•)'.A,., Ak+1) must also lie within the minimal cluster of ((M .. 4i )A.
2 

•·•)A,.· 

However, by the maximality of k, this set must be disjoint from the set min(((M .. 4i )A.
2 

• • •)::411 , An+1), 

Thus, 

Since all subsequent revisions up to An+l are compatible, as in case a) above, 

But An+I is compatible with A1 , ... Ak, so 

■ 
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Lemma 26 Let A1,, .. An be a revision sequence such that each proper subsequence A1,, .. Ai 

is characterized by some sentence s( A;). Then A1, ... An is characterized by s( Ak) A An, 

where Ak is the most recent compatible revision for An, In other words, ((Kt)A
2 

·•·)An = 
K:(Aic)AAn' 

Proof Let Ak be the most recent compatible revision for An, Since An is compittible with the 

subsequence A1,,. ,Ak, we have that min(((M.A)A
2 

• • ·)A1c,An) lies within the minimal 

cluster of ((M..4.JA
2 

• • ·)t · However, each subsequent revision Ak+i, ... An-l is incom

patible with An so there can be no An-worlds in the set min(((M.A)A
2 

• • •)A,-i, Ai) for 

k < i < n. Since only the relative status of these worlds is changed by these subsequent 

revisions, an obvious inductive argument ( on the number n - k of subsequent revisions) 

shows that min(((M.4i)A2 "·)'.4n_1 ,An) = min(((M.4i)A2 , .. )A1,,An), Since A1,, .. Ak 

is characterized by s(Ak), the minimal cluster of ((M.'.4i)'.A
2 
···)A,. is min(M,s(Ak)), 

Clearly then the minimal cluster of ((M..4.i )A
2 

.. ·)An is simply min(M, s(Ak A An)), 

Therefore A1,,. ,An is characterized by s(Ak) I\. An. ■ 

Theorem 26 For any revision sequence Ai, .. ,An, there is some subset of these updates 

S ~ {A1, .. ·, An} such that ((Kt)A
2 

.. ·)An = KA and A= AS. 

Proof This result can be shown using a simple inductive argument on n, the number of 

updates in the sequence. If n = 1 then the therorem obviously is true, for A1 charac

terizes itself. Now suppose each subsequence A1 , ... Ai, i < n, is characterized by some 

sentence s(Ai) = I\.S, where S ~ {A1, •••,A,}. By Lemma 25, the sequence A1,,. ,An is 

characterized by the sentence s(Ak) I\. A~ for some k < n, where Ak is the most recent 

compatible revision for An (or it is characterized by An if no such k exists). By the 

inductive hypothesis, s(An) = AS where S ~ {Ai,···,Ak} U {An}~ {A1,·· ·,An}, (If 

k = 0 we simple observe that S ={An}~ {A1, ··•,An},) ■ 

Theorem 28 Let Ai, . .. An be a revision sequence with c incompatible updates represented 

by u. For each 1 ~ k ~ n, if Ak is a compatible revision, then ((Kt)A
2 

···)A,. = K;(A1;)' 

where: a) s(Ak) = s(Au(i)) A Au(i)+l I\.·· ·Aki b) u(i) < k < u(i + 1), or u(i) < k if i = ·c; 

and c) s( Au( i)) characterizes subsequence A1, ... Au( i) · 
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Proof Let Ak be a compatible revision in the sequence A1,,. ,An, If no incompatible revision 
i 
follows Ak, then k > O'(i), where i = c. Otherwise O'(i) < k < O"(i + 1) for some i < c. In 

either case Au(i) is the maximal incompatible revision in the subsequence A1, .. ,Ak, Let 

s(Au(i)) characterize A1,, .. Au(i)• Since each revision Au(i)+i, ... Ak is compatible, Ak-1 

is the most recent compatible revision for Ak, and by k-O"(i) applications of Lemma 25, 

we have that A1, .. ,Ak is characterized by s(Ak) = s(Au(i)) I\ Au(i)+l I\•· ·Ak, ■ 

Theorem 30 Let A1 , •• • An be a revision sequence with c incompatible updates represented 

by O'. For each 1 ~ k ~ n, if Ak is an incompatible revision, then ((KA)A
2 

··•)Ai, = x;(Ai.)' 

where: a) s(Ak) = s(Au(i))AAu(i)+1/\· · •Ajl\Ak; b) Au(i) is the maximal incompatible revision 

for Ak; c) A; is the most recent compatible revision for Aki and d} s(Au(i)) characterizes 

subsequence Ai, . .. Au( i). 

Proof Let Aj be the most recent compatible revision for Ak. By Theorem 28 and Proposi

tion 29, A1, .. . A; is characterized by s(Aj) = s(Au(i))AAu(i)+t I\· .. A;. By Lemma 25, 

A1,, . . Ak is characterized. by s(Aj) I\ Ak, ■ 

Theorem 36 Let M be a K-revision model and Ai, ... An a revision sequence such that 

A2,, .. An is a compatible sequence and M.4i F A2 ~ -,A1. Then (((KA)A:.i · · ·)AJAi = 
K.Ai· 

Proof By the definition of MA it is clear that min(M, A1) is precisely the minimal cluster 

of Mt. Since min(M..4.
1

, A2) contains no Ai-worlds, and each subsequent revision A3, 

... An is compatible, it must be that 
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Theorem 37 Let S1, ·•·Sn E LcPL be such that I- Si :::> -iS; if i ~ j, and I- S1 V ···Sn, For 

all A, B E LcPL either 

FSM(S1,· · ·Sn) I-co. A~ B; or 

FSM(Si, .. ·Sn) I-co. -i(A ~ B) 

Proof This follows immediately since the theory FSM(S1, •·•Sn) is "categorical" in the 

sense that their is only one CO*~structure satisfying it (modulo "duplicate worlds", 

which can have no influence on the truth of any sentence in the model). ■ 

Theorem 38 Let revision model M be characterized by FSM(S1, •••Sn) and let Sk be the 

minimal sentence in this set consistent with A; that is, Sk If -,A and Si I- -,A if i < k. Then 

MA is characterized by 

FSM(Sk I\ A, S1," · Sk-1, sk I\ -,A, sk+l," ·Sn) if sk If A 

FSM(Sk, S1, .. -sk-1, sk+i, .. •S;,,,) if sk 1- A 

Proof Clearly the minimal cluster in M containing A-worlds is that cluster specified by the 

sentence Sk, Thus the set min(M, A) consists exactly of those worlds in M satisfying 

Sk I\ A. In M..4, this set forms the minimal cluster and all other clusters remain in the 

same relative order. However, the cluster that was specified by Sk is now reduced to 

those worlds satisfying Sk I\ -,A. If Sk I- A, this is still true; but the sentence Sk I\ A is 

equivalent to Sk, and the cluster in M..4 satisfying Sk I\ -,A is empty. ■ 
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